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This article aims at covering various low energy nuclear physics themes that can benefit
from taking advantage of active targets and time projection chambers. They are naturally
oriented towards the study of short-lived radioactive nuclei, for which high efficiency
and thick targets are necessary to boost the luminosity of the experiments due to the
weak intensity of the available beams. The use of active targets is particularly crucial
when the recoil energy of the kinematically important particle is small and looses too
much energy or does not emerge from a solid target.
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1. Introduction

The past decade has seen a rapid increase of the number of active targets implemented in time projection chambers
sed in low energy nuclear physics experiments. This growth is directly linked to two main factors: the availability of
adioactive beams with good emittance properties, and the technological advances in time projection chambers used as
ctive targets. Because many nuclear reactions performed with radioactive beams are done in inverse kinematics, the
nergies of the recoil particles that carry the kinematic information of the reaction can vary over a wide range. The low
ntensities of these beams severely limit the luminosity of experiments that use inert- or passive -materials as targets. An
ncrease in target thickness can mitigate this limitation, but at the expense of the resolutions that can be achieved, and
difficult compromise has to be reached between luminosity and resolution that can impact the quality of the data and
cientific reach of the experiment.
Active targets directly address this issue by using the target material as the detector medium simultaneously. As the

ertex of the reactions can be determined for each event, there is no impact of the target thickness on the determination
f the energies of the particles before and after the reaction. Likewise, recoil particles of low energies do not need to
scape a layer of inert target material to be detected, therefore the target thickness can be increased without impacting
he energy and angular resolutions. In addition, the implementation of active targets in time projection chambers allows
large solid angle coverage of the emitted reaction products, which further contributes to the increase in luminosity.
Although the number of applications of active targets and time projection chambers keeps increasing, they have now

eached a level from which the physics themes they cover can be reviewed. It is the aim of this work to provide the reader
ith an overview of some of the nuclear physics subjects that can take advantage of this new experimental technique.
or more details on existing active targets that are in operation and the technologies they employ, the reader is referred
o previous reviews [1] and [2], respectively. The topics covered in the following chapters is a collection of low energy
uclear physics themes related to the study of the nucleus in its various degrees of freedom. After a section dedicated to
he experimental methods and observables that are relevant to active targets, the subsequent sections are organized in
topical manner: the study of shell evolution in nuclei as their isospin is varied (Section 3), followed by the effects of
airing on the strong force that binds nuclei together (Section 4), and clustering effect in nuclei (Section 5). Then comes
section on studies of exotic decay modes (Section 6), fusion–fission process (Section 7) and studies of reactions that are

f interest for nuclear astrophysics (Section 8). Finally, the last section is devoted to other direct reactions, in particular
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Table 1
List of active-target detectors mentioned in this review. The laboratory acronyms are as follows: NSCL (National Superconducting Cyclotron Laboratory,
USA), FRIB (Facility for Rare Isotope Beams, USA), Leuven (Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Belgium), GANIL (Grand accelérateur d’ions lourds, France),
Texas A&M (Texas A&M University, USA), RCNP (Research Center for Nuclear Physics, Japan), CENBG (Centre d’Études Nucléaires de Bordeaux-
Gradignan, France), Warsaw (University of Warsaw, Poland), GSI (Helmholtzzentrum für Schwerionenforschung, Germany), LLNL (Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory, USA), ANL (Argonne National Laboratory, USA), CNS (Center for Nuclear Studies, Japan).
Name Location Main physics theme Reference Section(s)

pAT-TPC NSCL/FRIB Cluster structure [3] 5.3.1, 5.3.3, 6.2, 7.2, 8.2.2, 8.3
AT-TPC NSCL/FRIB Shell evolution [4] 2, 3.2.1, 4.3, 4.4, 6.4, 7.1, 7.3, 8.2.2, 9.1
SPECMAT Leuven Shell evolution [5] 2.1, 6.4
MAYA GANIL Giant resonances [6] 2.1, 4.2, 7.3, 9.4
ACTAR GANIL Shell evolution [7] 2.1, 3.2.2, 7.1, 7.3
TexAT Texas A&M Shell evolution [8] 3.2.2, 6.4
MAIKo RCNP Cluster structure [9] 5.3.2
TPC CENBG Exotic decays [10] 6.3
O-TPC Warsaw Exotic decays [11] 6.2, 6.3
MUSIC GSI Fusion–fission [12] 7.1
fissionTPC LLNL Fusion–fission [13] 7.1
MUSIC ANL Astrophysics [14] 8.2
GADGET NSCL/FRIB Astrophysics [15] 6.4
IKAR GSI Matter distributions [16] 9.2
CAT CNS Giant resonances [17] 9.3

those that involve higher beam energies (Section 9). Each section ends with a short summary that captures the main
motivations for using this type of detector for this particular topic.

There is a number of active target time projection chambers that are mentioned in this review. To give an overview
and facilitate readability and cross reference, they are listed in Table 1, indicating their (primary) location, (primary) use,
reference and section(s) where they appear.

2. Experimental methods and observables

The purpose of this section is to introduce a number of general remarks on the experimental methods and observables
that are most relevant with active targets, since the methods used to perform these measurements are common to all
physics themes covered in this article.

2.1. Inverse kinematics

The main focus of using active target time projection chambers is based on the use of radioactive beams in inverse
kinematics. It has already been discussed for instance in [1] how active targets can boost the luminosity of such
experiments that usually suffer from weak beam intensities. Performing reactions in inverse kinematics is challenging
experimentally because the kinematic properties of the reaction can usually not be extracted accurately from the heavy
recoil. Instead, the light partner of the reaction must be detected in the exit channel to reach the level of accuracy
necessary to characterize the reaction. Because this light partner is at rest before the reaction, its energy and scattering
angle in the laboratory frame vary enormously as a function of the center-of-mass angle. This has several implications:
(i) at the low energy range it becomes difficult for the light partner to escape the target, or its energy loss becomes
too large, and (ii) a wide range of scattering angles needs to be covered in the laboratory frame in order to achieve a
reasonable solid angle coverage of the reaction. The comparison between normal and inverse kinematics is illustrated by
an example in Fig. 1 for the case of the transfer reaction 38S(d,p). The properties of the emitted proton are much more
challenging experimentally in the case of inverse kinematics. It is clear from this figure that the measurement of the
scattering angle in inverse kinematics is critical to recover a good energy resolution, whereas it is much less important
in normal kinematics.

Active targets are particularly well suited to address these issues. Because the light recoiling particle can be detected
directly without having to escape an inert amount of target material, the low-energy detection limit is greatly reduced.
At the same time, increasing the target thickness does not induce any loss of resolution, because the vertex location and,
therefore, the energy of each reaction can be determined. Finally, the gas volume in which the reactions take place acts
as a near-4π geometry that greatly enhances the detection efficiency. The scattering angle regions where efficiency is
ikely to suffer the most are those close to the beam direction, both in forward and backward directions, due to the large
onization and possible screening effects from the beam particles.

The wide energy range of the light recoil can be covered in different ways. Some active target concepts place the
ctive volume inside a wide bore solenoid in order to apply a magnetic field aligned with the beam direction. The resulting
urvature of the charged particle’s tracks has two effects. The trajectories of the particles are lengthened within the active
olume, up to their total range depending on their energy and the strength of the field. The measured range can be directly
elated to the energy of the particles, with a typical accuracy of 5% [3]. Secondly, the curvature of the trajectory gives a
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Fig. 1. Comparison between normal and inverse kinematics properties of the light recoil in the laboratory frame for a 38S(d,p) reaction at 10 MeV/u.
his plot shows the energy of the recoiling protons as a function of the laboratory scattering angle, simulated for both the ground state (f7/2 gs in red)
nd an excited state at 0.4 MeV (p3/2 in green). The energy and angular resolutions used in the simulations are 0.2 MeV FWHM and 1 degree FWHM
espectively. Note that the yield distributions are reversed in the laboratory frame between the normal and inverse kinematics for this particular
eaction, and that the same number of events were simulated for both final states. The two inserts show details of the plotted events near the
axima of the angular distributions in the center-of-mass frame. Whereas in normal kinematics the two states are clearly separated, this is no longer

he case in inverse kinematics, even though all experimental conditions are the same. This illustrates the added difficulty in performing reactions
n inverse kinematics, due to the strong dependence of the recoil energy on the scattering angle. A much better angular resolution is required in
nverse kinematics in order to experimentally separate final states. Fortunately, Time Projection Chambers have typical angular resolutions below
degree, for instance the angular resolution of a track 200 millimeters long assuming a 0.5 millimeter position resolution would be 2.5 mrad or
.14 degree. Note that this effect is common to most reactions performed in inverse kinematics, and does not depend on the detector used in the
xperiment.

easure of the particle’s magnetic rigidity, also related to its energy and mass-to-charge ratio. Combining the magnetic
igidity information with the kinematics properties of the emitted particles can be used for particle identification and the
dentification of elastic and inelastic channels. This is the approach used in the AT-TPC [4] and SPECMAT [5] active-target
etectors.
Another concept for dealing with the wide range of energies is combining the active gas volume detection with

onventional Silicon and scintillator technologies that cover much of the geometry of the active target. The usual energy-
oss vs. total-energy measurements can then be used to identify and characterize the light recoils that leave the active
olume due to their large energy. This type of geometry is inherently smaller to limit the cost of covering a large solid
ngle with an expensive detector. This is the approach used in the MAYA [6] and ACTAR [7] active-target detectors for
nstance.

.2. Excitation functions

Excitation functions show the evolution of a particular cross section as a function of the reaction energy. They can be
irectly extracted from active target data using energy loss tables: as the beam particles travel through the gas medium,
hey slow down progressively from electromagnetic interactions with the gas molecules. Therefore, a determination of
he vertex location of a reaction can be directly related to the energy at which it occurred. The range of energies covered
n the excitation function can be tuned using the incident beam energy as well as the gas pressure for a given length in
he beam direction.

The energy resolution achieved with this method depends on two factors. The first is the energy resolution of the
ncoming beam. This is especially critical when using radioactive beams that are produced via nuclear reactions, because
f the wide momentum width involved in this type of reaction. To attain energy resolutions below 50 keV typically
equires to produce the radioactive beams from a thermalized source injected into a post-accelerator, as opposed to
irectly from nuclear reactions. The second is the position resolution of the reaction vertex location measurement in the
irection of the beam. The resolution obtained for this parameter depends on many details of the detector, including the
rift direction of the electrons released by the particle’s ionization with regard to the beam direction. When the two are
erpendicular, the geometry of the pad plane and its granularity determine the vertex location resolution, whereas when
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the population of resonant states (or simply resonances) in a compound nucleus briefly created during a nuclear collision,
followed by its de-excitation into either the same components or different ones when some nucleons are transferred. Note that it is possible for
some reactions to proceed via an excited state of the target or projectile, offering the rather unique possibility to deduce spectroscopic factors
between excited states of different nuclei.

they are parallel the shaping time of the signals and the time resolution of the digital electronics system recording the
pulses are the important factors. Typical resolution obtained in examples shown below are close to a few millimeters [4],
which correspond to energy resolutions of about 50 keV typically for excitation functions.

The physical phenomena that are probed with excitation functions are prominently resonances. A resonance is
usually interpreted as a compound nucleus state that lives significantly longer than the transition time of the projectile.
Resonances can be either isolated if their width is smaller than the mean energy difference between their centroids, or
overlapping if that is not the case.

The transition probability from a single particle resonant state can be written as a characteristic width

Γsp =
2h̄2

mr2
Pl(E) (1)

where Pl is the penetrability, m the reduced mass and r the channel radius [18]. The spectroscopic factor that measures
the amount of single-particle configuration in the wave function is S = Γexperimental/Γsp [19] where Γexperimental is deduced
from fitting the experimental excitation function with a model of the reaction. Note that spectroscopic factors are always
model-dependent and are therefore not observables [20]. Compared to transfer reactions like for instance (d, p), where
overlaps with the ground state can only be extracted, resonance reactions can be used to obtain them between excited
states (see Fig. 2).

2.3. Scattering-angle distributions

The polar scattering angle of the recoil particles after a reaction is an essential observable that can be used in various
ways to extract information about the nuclear states involved in the reaction. In an active-target detector, it can be
deduced from the measured trajectory information of the recoil particle relative to the beam axis. The influence of the
incoming beam quality can be significant if its position and angular spreads are large, as is often the case for radioactive
beams directly extracted from a nuclear reaction. Unlike for the energy spread discussed in the previous Section 2.2,
however, active-target detectors offer the possibility to measure the positions and angles of the beam particles on an
event-by-event basis, and, therefore, mitigate the effects of a large geometrical emittance.

The extraction of the scattering angle from track data is relatively straightforward when no magnetic field is present
and the electron drift field of the TPC is uniform. A method particularly well suited in this case is the RANdom SAmple
Consensus model (RANSAC) that has been successfully applied to AT-TPC data taken on elastic scattering where a
resolution of about 1◦ was obtained [21]. Another determination gave a resolution of 0.12◦ [22], however, from a detector
with drastically different geometry and using a laser beam instead of charged particles from a nuclear reaction. The
determination of the scattering angle becomes more involved when a magnetic field is applied that bends the trajectories
of the recoil particles. In this case the location of the reaction vertex discussed in the previous Section 2.2 plays a crucial
role in determining the beginning of the recoil track where the scattering angle corresponds to the tangent to the curved
trajectory. An example of the complex analysis required can be found in Ref. [4].

Differential cross section distributions as a function of scattering angle are the primary observable used, for instance,
in transfer reactions to extract the ℓ-value of the transferred nucleon (see Section 3.1). The scattering-angle selection
of excitation functions also plays a crucial role in the identification of resonances and their comparison with theoretical
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alculations (see Section 3.2.1). Finally, as mentioned in Section 2.1, the large dependence of the recoil energy on the
cattering angle due to inverse kinematics directly affects the ability to separate excited states populated in nuclear
eactions, for which a kinematically corrected energy has to be extracted, and where the resolution of the scattering
ngle measurement plays a dominant role.

.4. Kinetic energy and particle identification

The identification of the recoil particles and the measurement of their kinetic energy are intimately related. The
lassic method for identification of light recoils such as p, d, 3He, and so forth, uses energy-loss and total kinetic-energy
easurements. The number of electrons collected from the gas ionization is directly related to the energy deposited by

he particles in the active volume, and assuming the particles stop inside the volume, provides a measure of their total
inetic energy. The energy loss can be extracted from the amount of charge deposited by the particles at the beginning
f the tracks. However, because of the fluctuations in gain inherent to the electron amplification process that takes place
t the level of the sensor plane, the resolution is only in the range of 5%–10% [3,22]. Another method for measuring the
inetic energy relies on the length of the trajectories, or range, and is usually more accurate, with results down to a few
ercent [3].
When the recoil particle energies are too large to stop in the active volume however, the range method cannot be used

nd only the energy loss can be obtained from the charge measurement. Two different approaches are then used to extend
inetic energy measurement and particle identification to higher energies. The first relies on the addition of solid-state
etectors such as Silicon diodes and/or CsI scintillators to capture the escaping particles and stop them while measuring
heir energies. This is the method used in the ACTAR detector for instance [7] where these detectors are placed on the
alls of the active target chamber. The second method consists of adding a magnetic field aligned with the electron drift
lectric field applied in the active volume. The curvature of the charged particle trajectory induced by the magnetic field
is related to its velocity v via the relation

Bρ = 3.107βγ
A
Q

(2)

where ρ is the radius of curvature in meters, β = v/c , γ is the relativistic factor, and A, Q are the mass and charge
number of the particle, respectively. Bρ in Tesla×meter is the magnetic rigidity of the particle. Since for light particles
the ionic charge is equal to the atomic number, the magnetic rigidity obtained from the radius of curvature of their
trajectories can be used for particle identification, however the procedure is more complex because it also involves the
measurement of their energy loss as well as their scattering angle. Combining these various measurements, it is possible
to establish criteria that can distinguish between particles that originate from different reaction channels. An example
is best to illustrate this rather unusual method. Fig. 3 shows a Monte-Carlo simulation of the reconstructed magnetic
rigidity, scattering angle and deposited charge for four different reaction channels induced by a 9 MeV/u 10Be beam on a
deuterium target. The separation between the different channels relies on these three parameters rather than the usual
energy loss vs. total energy identification performed with solid-state detectors. The parameters result from simple fits of
the point cloud extracted from each simulated track.

Finally, methods based on machine learning algorithms that can provide efficient particle identification via event
classification are being considered. These methods are still in early stages of development, but a recent attempt shows
for instance how neural networks can be used to separate scattering events on protons or 12C based only on the image
data from the sensor plane of an active-target detector [23].

3. Shell evolution

It is now well established that the shell closures observed in stable nuclei are not conserved across the chart of nuclei,
and that the corresponding magic numbers can vanish with changing numbers of neutrons or protons, while new ones can
appear [24]. The breakdown of the N=28 neutron shell closure for instance is well known and illustrated by the evolution
of collectivity across the N=28 shell closure for different isotopic chains. Fig. 4 shows the evolution of the first 2+ states
and the transition strength of their decay to the ground state in even–even isotopes. While N=28 is still a magic number
in 48Ca, it quickly vanishes as the number of protons is reduced. This kind of behavior is rooted in the evolution of single-
particle energies, themselves subject to changes in the various components of the nuclear force. A well-known example
is found in the effects of the monopole average of the central and spin–isospin components of the nuclear force [25,26]
that can drive the evolution of single-particle energies based on the relative angular momentum of the valence nucleons.
Another component of the strong force that affects the evolution of shell structure and the reordering of orbitals is the
three-nucleon force, that has been shown to play a major role in the evolution of single-particle energies, and for instance
explain the location of the neutron drip-line in oxygen isotopes [27].

These developments are intimately tied to the tremendous theoretical progress on new methods to solve the many-
body problem and optimize the Hamiltonians to make the calculations practical and reliable [29]. The so-called ab-initio
methods that attempt to describe the nucleus from first principles [30], and were initially limited to light nuclei only
(lighter than 12C), are now able to reach much heavier and complex nuclei, where the evolution of shell gaps is observed
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Fig. 3. Simulation of the identification of four reaction channels induced by a 9 MeV/u 10Be beam on a deuterium active target placed in a magnetic
field. The four reactions are simulated with their relevant kinematics, flat angular distributions and equal number of events to better visualize the
differences between channels. The three parameters used to build this 3-dimensional spectrum are the magnetic rigidity (Bρ), scattering angle in
the laboratory frame (Θlab), and deposited charge inside the target (Q). In this geometry where the magnetic field is parallel to the beam axis, the
scattering angle is obtained from fitting the two projections perpendicular to the beam axis with sine line shapes. The magnetic rigidity is obtained
from a fit of the radius of curvature of the hit pattern on the pad plane, and subtracting the effect of the scattering angle. The charge Q is simply
the amount of charge collected on the pad plane.

Fig. 4. Evolution of the first 2+ states and their transition strength B(E2) for even–even isotopes along the isotopic chains from Z=12 (Mg) to 20
(Ca). The single-particle characteristic high energy and low strength observed in the doubly magic nucleus 48Ca progressively gives way to lower
energies and larger strengths signaling the onset of collectivity as the number of protons is reduced.
Source: From [28].

experimentally. The study of the single-particle structure of nuclei away from stability is therefore a crucial ingredient in
testing and shaping the models that describe their static properties.

One of the emerging features of shell evolution is orbital inversion, where an orbital in the normal ordering of the
single-particle sequence becomes energetically more favorable than the ones below. This phenomenon has been observed
in light nuclei such as in 11Be for instance where the 1/2+ ground state is a clear indication of an inversion between the
0p1/2 and 1s1/2 orbitals, and extracted spectroscopic factors relative to 12Be illustrate the breakdown of the N=8 magic
number in that nucleus [31]. Another famous example is the so-called "island of inversion‘‘ centered around 32Mg, where
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everal nuclei exhibit similar inversions as well as large deformations (see for instance [32]). It is becoming clear that
his type of phenomenon is widespread within the nuclear chart, in particular on the neutron-rich side, and has therefore
ecome a very active area of research, both experimentally and theoretically. For example the N=40 region centered
round 64Cr [33], or more recently the region predicted to lie beyond the N=50 neutron shell closure [34], which has
parked recent experimental results on the doubly magic nucleus 78Ni [35]. However, as the production of neutron-rich
nuclei that exhibit these properties gets ever more challenging with increasing mass, the experiments that use these weak
beams have to rely on new techniques to recover the luminosity necessary to perform meaningful measurements. The
use of active target time projection chambers is emerging as one of the promising concepts that can achieve this goal.

Experimentally, the study of shell evolution has been conducted using a variety of techniques, from β-decay spec-
troscopy to reaction-based methods ranging from transfer reactions to quasi-elastic proton scattering at relativistic
energies. In this section we explore the impact of using active target time projection chambers on some of these techniques
and how this new technology is helping pushing the limits of these studies, in particular for studying shell evolution in
rare isotopes. The particular use of pair transfer reactions to study shell evolution near islands of inversion is covered in
Section 4.4.

3.1. Transfer reactions

Transfer reactions have been and continue to be used extensively to probe the single-particle nature of nuclear states.
They can also reveal pairing correlations and collective degrees of freedom. First developed in experiments with light
nuclear beams on stable targets, they have more recently been extended to experiments in inverse kinematics using
radioactive beams. There are many examples in the literature of how they can be used to probe the occupancy in
various orbitals [36] and to extract spectroscopic factors between nuclear states, for instance leading to the observation of
quenching with respect to independent particle models [37]. It is therefore essential to extend the use of transfer reactions
to rare isotopes where new features and phenomena are often found in nuclear physics.

However, as explained in Section 2.1, the experimental conditions of inverse kinematics are very challenging. A clever
solution to the inverse kinematics challenges has been implemented in the HELIOS solenoid spectrometer [38] that
converts the scattering angle measurement into a position measurement, eliminating the energy resolution losses due
to the energy compression effect of inverse kinematics when using conventional telescope technology. Some examples of
the excellent results obtained with this technique can be found in [39] and [40]. Nevertheless, the solenoid spectrometer
method remains limited to beam intensities greater than a few 104 particles per second, and a compromise between
target thickness and resolution is still necessary. Using an active target for beam intensities below the above limit
seems therefore like a logical step. The identification of the angular momentum of the transferred nucleon is based on
the comparison of the scattering angle distributions with scattering theory calculations such as Distorted Wave Born
Approximation (DWBA). Since in active targets the reaction can happen at a wide range of energies, from the incident
beam energy to almost 0, the accumulated angular distribution would be washed out by the variation of the diffraction
pattern with energy. However, as demonstrated in Fig. 5, this variation scales approximately as

√
E where E is the beam

energy at the location where the reaction takes place within the target. By using the combined parameter Θcm
√
E instead

f just Θcm to accumulate statistics on the angular distributions, it is therefore possible to keep a good identification of
he l-value of the transferred nucleon.

Although there is not yet examples of transfer reaction studies using active targets at the time of this writing, several
roposals and programs are already under way to take advantage of the high luminosity provided by this type of device.
ue to their near-4π solid-angle coverage, active targets can detect many open channels simultaneously, hence boosting
he scientific value of experiments. In particular, elastic and inelastic scattering channels are always going to be present
nd dominant in any experiment. The elastic channel is of interested on its own (see following section), if not just to
onstrain the optical model parameters that are used in the transfer reaction calculations. This inclusiveness of active
argets can pose some difficulty when the sought cross sections are small compared to other channels, although some
ethods to filter events originating from different reactions are possible (see Section 2.4 and Fig. 3). In addition, the first
ttempts at using machine learning techniques to classify events in this type of imaging device seem very promising [23].
The determination of spectroscopic factors using transfer reactions is a well-known technique. However, it is subject to

arge uncertainties due to the model-dependency rooted in the choice of optical model parameters used in the calculations.
t or below the Coulomb barrier, transfer reactions can be used to determine the Asymptotic Normalization Coefficients
ANC), which are a measure of the extent of the tail of the nuclear wave function. There are prospects to reduce the model-
ependency using measurements above and below the Coulomb barrier [41]. This method could be favorably implemented
sing active targets, thanks to the large range of energies at which transfer reactions can be measured as the beam slows
own in the gas. With cross sections measured above and below the Coulomb barrier, both spectroscopic factors and ANC
ould be deduced from a single experiment.

.2. Resonant proton scattering

.2.1. Spectroscopic factors
An alternate method to explore the single-particle structure of unstable nuclei is via the population of resonances in

ight particle scattering such as protons. This method was used extensively on stable targets since proton beams became
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Fig. 5. Calculated scattering angle distributions in the reaction 38S(d,p) at different incident energies, plotted as a function of Θcm
√
E. Even though

the diffraction pattern of the distributions varies significantly with energy, they can be reconciled and experimentally accumulated when plotted as
a function of this combined parameter.

available from Tandem accelerators. By measuring the strength of T> analog resonances in a AZ + proton compound system,
pectroscopic factors related to the corresponding neutron-rich A+1Z nucleus could be inferred using isospin symmetry.
The T> resonances can be observed on top of a background consisting of Rutherford scattering and T< resonances in an
xcitation function measurement. Because of the high level density of T< states above the AZ + proton threshold, the usual

procedure is to average them out by smoothing the excitation function curves to a given energy resolution. Examples
of such experiments can be found in [42] for instance for the 40Ar + p system. Series of articles describe comparisons
between results obtained with this method and (d,p) transfer reaction results [43–46]. The agreement in the determination
of spectroscopic factors is in general good, although it is well known that model dependency plays an important role,
especially in the choice of the optical potential used to calculate the single-particle cross sections for transfer reactions.
This sensitivity is less pronounced in the model-dependency of R-matrix calculations used to extract spectroscopic factors
from analog resonances.

As important as these studies were, they were limited to stable targets. The measurement of elastic and inelastic
scattering excitation functions on protons in inverse kinematics is now enabling these experiments on radioactive nuclei.
Although the statistics are still far from what was achieved with proton beams, the first result obtained with a 46Ar
beam are encouraging. In Fig. 6, a normalized excitation function obtained for this reaction using the AT-TPC [4] could
be measured [47] and spectroscopic factors extracted via a comparison with R-Matrix calculations. This recent example
demonstrates the potential of active targets in reviving the proton resonant scattering method for extracting spectroscopic
factors on radioactive nuclei, in particular on the neutron-rich side.

3.2.2. Unbound states
Unbound resonant states play an increasingly important role in nuclear spectroscopy as the studied nuclei approach

or even cross the drip lines. They directly relate to the evolution of shell structure far from stability by probing nuclear
excitations that are located in the continuum. They also pose a particular challenge to nuclear structure models that must
include the effects of the continuum. In weakly bound nuclei close to the drip lines, the density of T< resonances is low and
resonant proton scattering can be used to study individual unbound excited states, or even the ground state of an unbound
nucleus. Recent examples that used proton resonant scattering on 9C and 8B radioactive beams to study resonances in
10N [48] and 9C [49], respectively, were obtained with the TexAT active target [8]. Excitation functions measured in two
different ranges of scattering angles are shown in Fig. 7 for resonances in 9C. Another recent result using the ACTAR
active-target detector [7], although not performed with a radioactive beam, further supports the idea of performing
this type of reaction in inverse kinematics for spectroscopy studies. The geometry of the ACTAR and TexAT detectors
enables measurements at backward angles in the center-of-mass frame, where the effects of the nuclear potential are
more pronounced. Fig. 8 shows the results obtained in [7] during a commissioning run using an 18O in inverse kinematics
on an isobutane target.

3.3. Summary and outlook

The study of shell evolution is a major topic in nuclear physics. Although several other methods involving beams with
energies far above the Fermi energy are actively used, the two methods presented above (transfer reactions and proton
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Fig. 6. Normalized excitation function S(E) (defined in [47]) of the proton scattering on 46Ar in inverse kinematics measured in the AT-TPC. The
pin/parity assignment of the resonances is based on comparison with R-Matrix calculations. The spectroscopic factors are extracted from the strength
f the resonances. Note that only the negative parity resonances correspond to analog states in the 47Ar nucleus.
ource: Taken from [47].

Fig. 7. Excitation function of the elastic scattering of 8B on proton, between the angular ranges of 157–172◦ (a) and 100-145◦ (b). The curves
epresent various R-matrix calculations that incorporate a number of resonances in order to reproduce the experimental data.
ource: Taken from [49].
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Fig. 8. Excitation functions of the proton scattering on 18O measured in inverse kinematics using the ACTAR detector. Both the (p,p) and (p, α)
channels could be measured simultaneously at a scattering angle θcm = (160 ± 5)◦ .
Source: Taken from [7].

resonant scattering) have been used extensively for exploring the single-particle nature of nuclear states. Although they
were recently mostly confined to stable or near-stable isotopes, the advent of active targets has opened the door to
applying these methods to rare isotopes far from stability, where shell effects are expected to evolve under the influence
of the nuclear force. They are therefore crucial to our understanding of the latter and its characteristics.

4. Pairing

As discussed earlier, by combining both the target and detector in one device, active targets provide large efficiency
and excellent resolving power to maximize the physics reach of exotic beam facilities.

In this section we discuss the unique opportunities offered by active target time projection chambers to study pairing
correlations in exotic nuclei, which is a topic that has received much attention in recent years. Following a short
introduction, we will discuss specific examples regarding weakly bound systems, neutron–proton pairing, and shape
coexistence.

4.1. Brief introduction

The nuclear pairing mechanism has been, for many years, a central topic in low-energy nuclear physics. Although the
energy gain of the nuclear system due to pairing is relatively modest, pairing correlations have a strong influence on
many properties of the nucleus including rotational moments of inertia, deformations, excitation spectra, and a variety of
other phenomena [50–53]. An early approach to describing pair correlations in nuclei was the derivation of a collective
Hamiltonian by Bès and co-workers, in formal analogy to the Bohr collective Hamiltonian, describing the quadrupole
degree of freedom for the nuclear shape [54].

The analogy between particle–hole (shape) and particle–particle (pairing) excitations became well established and
thoroughly explored in Ref. [55]. The key concept in the treatment of pair correlations as a collective mode is the pairing
field [56], an average potential acting on the nucleons due to the effects of pair correlations. The form of this potential is

Upair = ∆
∑

j

a†
j a

†
j̄

(3)

which creates two nucleons in time-reversed orbits, and is analogous to the deformed potential associated with distortions
of the nuclear shape, proportional to a†

j aj̄. Considering a constant force, the pairing gap parameter is

∆ = G
∑

j

ajaj̄ (4)

and represents the average value of the pairing density, from which a deformation parameter of the field can be
introduced, βpair ≈ ∆/G. In a single-j approximation ∆ ∝ G(2j + 1)/2), that is proportional to the degeneracy of the
level. Thus, in general, βpair gives a measure of the effective number of levels, Ω , available for scattering of the pairs.

In the same way as a deformed potential violates angular momentum (I) conservation, the pairing potential in Eq. (3)
violates particle number (N), thus there is a clear correspondence between N and I . In analogy to the 5-dimensional
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scillator of the Bohr collective Hamiltonian, this is a two-dimensional oscillator in what is usually referred as ‘‘gauge’’
pace with the correspondences βpair ↔ (β, γ ) and a ‘‘gauge’’ angle ↔ the Euler angles [52,55].
On general grounds, we expect that nuclei with two identical particles added or removed from a closed-shell

onfiguration should be close to a normal fluid, since the pairing correlations are not strong enough to overcome the large
ingle-particle energy required to add a pair. In this limit, there is no static deformation of the pair field which fluctuates
bout βpair = 0, and gives rise to a vibrational spectrum (Pairing Vibration). The ground state energies, referenced to that of
he doubly-magic core, will follow a linear dependence as a function of the number of pairs added, i.e. ∆Egs(N) ∝ (N−N0).
he pair addition and removal spectrum near 208Pb is perhaps the best example of this type of behavior [56].
Nuclei with many pair quanta outside of a closed-shell configuration correspond to a superfluid limit, where there is

static deformation of the pair field and rotational behavior results, i.e. ∆Egs(N) ∝ (N −N0)2. A beautiful example would
e the pair-rotational sequence comprising the ground states of the even–even Sn isotopes around 116Sn [52]. In Ref. [57],
imple analytical approximations to the pairing collective Hamiltonian were used to describe the transition from normal to
uperfluid behavior. Taking the analogy even further, a measure of the collectivity in the pairing channel, the 2-nucleon
ransfer operator plays a similar role to the B(Eλ) for surface modes. This is expected to enhance the observed cross
ections as the different amplitudes for the two-particle transfer operator have the same sign and add coherently [58].
Consider the low-lying 0+ states near a doubly magic nucleus. Given a set of single particle orbits |nℓj⟩ ≡ |j⟩, the wave

unction of the pairing vibration (PV) state can be written:

|PV ⟩ =

∑
j

αj|j2⟩;

he matrix element for the transfer of a pair of L=0 neutrons to the PV state in nucleus |A0 + 2⟩ from the ground state of
A0⟩ is

⟨PV |T |A0⟩ =

∑
j

αj⟨j2|T |0⟩;

nd the cross section

σ (PV ) ∝ ⟨PV |T |A0⟩
2

= (
∑

j

αj)2σsp;

aking the further assumption that the single particle matrix elements are all approximately equal, ⟨j2|T |0⟩2 ≈ σsp. The
imiting case of Ω degenerate levels provides an estimate of the maximum collective enhancement (EF ). Here we have
j ≈

1
√

Ω
and thus

EF =
σ (PV )
σsp

∼ Ω (5)

hich in the harmonic oscillator should scale with mass number as ∼ A2/3 [56].
In the superfluid limit, where a BCS condensate is a realistic approximation, the cross-section is should be proportional

o β2
pair and thus

EF =
σ (BCS)

σsp
∼ (∆/G)2 ≈ Ω2 (6)

F can be interpreted as a kind of ‘‘Weisskopf units’’ for two-nucleon transfer probabilities.
Based on the qualitative arguments above, the evolution of pairing correlations (as measured by 2n-transfer cross-

ections) with the addition of pairs from a closed shell nucleus is expected to follow the schematic behavior shown in
ig. 9. Experimentally, low-lying pair-vibrational structures have been observed and characterized around 208Pb by using
onventional pair-transfer reactions such as (p,t) and (t,p) and similar studies in the Sn isotopes provided clear evidence
s to their superfluid nature [53,55].

.2. Weakly bound systems

The effect of weak binding on nuclear structure, decay, and reactions is an open question in nuclear physics. On
he neutron-rich side of stability, as the neutron separation energy approaches zero, weakly bound neutrons in the
ingle-particle levels at the Fermi surface approach the edge of the nuclear potential and may move outside the core
f well-bound nucleons, and possibly couple to unbound continuum states. The nature of this transition from a closed to
n open quantum system [59], where binding is dominated by correlations rather than the mean field, is just beginning
o be explored. Perhaps the most famous example to date is11Li. This nucleus consists of a 9Li core surrounded by two
eakly bound neutrons (S2n=294 keV) forming a dilute halo with 20–30 times the volume of the core [60,61]. Despite

ntense study of its structure and decay, a detailed understanding of the binding of 11Li remains inconclusive.
The ground state of 11Li is known to be roughly equal admixtures of halo neutrons in the s21/2(0

+) and p21/2(0
+)

onfigurations [62]. In general, the pairing force is associated with the short-range (high-multipole order) parts of the
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Fig. 9. Schematic illustration of the evolution of pairing correlations with particle number, as measured by two-nucleon transfer reactions. Near a
doubly-closed shell a pairing phonon develops and the transfer strength is expected to increase linearly with the number of phonons. At mid-shell
the correlations are maximized and give rise to a pairing gap and in turn a large enhancement of the cross-section.

Fig. 10. Spatial structure of the two-neutron Cooper pair in 11Li. The distribution of the second halo neutron is shown for a given position of the
first neutron (black dot): On the left, when the effects of phonon-exchange are included and on the right, the distributions for pure configurations.
The 9Li core is shown as the red circle.
Source: Adapted from [63].

nucleon–nucleon interaction. Here, however, these will not be effective due to the low-angular momentum of the single-
particle states involved (s and p waves). This has led to the proposal [63] that the halo neutrons of 11Li are, in fact, bound
only because of the extra pairing interaction mediated by the exchange of low-frequency surface vibrational modes. The
spatial correlations generated in the two-neutron wavefunction by this phonon exchange are clearly illustrated in Fig. 10.
Note how the second neutron in the halo is strongly correlated to the first when dynamical pairing effects arising from the
phonon exchange are present, as compared to the case of pure configurations shown in the right panel. This mechanism is
strictly analogous to the lattice phonon exchange responsible for the binding of electron Cooper pairs in a superconductor,
and suggests the interpretation of the 11Li halo as an isolated Cooper pair.

The reaction 11Li(p,t) was studied in inverse kinematics at TRIUMF [64] using the active-target detector MAYA [6] at 4
MeV/A. Kinematic correlations and the Q-value spectrum shown in Fig. 11 demonstrate the power of an active target for
these type of reactions with low beam intensities. From the analysis of experimental angular distributions in terms of a
unified nuclear-structure and direct-reaction theory it is possible to show that the experiment provides direct evidence
of phonon-mediated pairing [65].

Following from the discussion above, it is of particular interest to understand the density dependence of nucleon
pairing in heavier neutron-rich isotopes. In Fig. 12 we show the results from nuclear matter calculations using both a
bare nucleon–nucleon force G3RS and the Gogny D1 effective interaction for the interaction acting in the 1S0 channel [66].
he figure shows the average separation distance, d and the pair coherence length, ξ ∼ h2k /πm∆, as a function of
rms ¯ F
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Fig. 11. (a) Kinematic angular correlations for the 11Li(p,t) reaction studied at TRIUMF with the MAYA active-target detector. (b) Q-value spectrum
or the ground state (blue) and first excited state in 9Li.
ource: Adapted from Ref. [64].

Fig. 12. (a) Nuclear matter calculations of the distance and coherence length of a nn pair as a function of the density. (b) The behavior observed
in (a) suggests, as a general feature, a potential crossover between BCS and BEC phases in the surface of loosely bound nuclei.

the density, ρ. Independently of the interaction used, at densities ρ/ρ0 ∼ 0.1, we have d > ξrms signaling the formation
f di-neutrons. One could then anticipate a transition from normal Cooper pair condensation at normal densities to a
ose–Einstein-like di-neutron condensate (BEC) when the density is lowered to values characteristic in the region of the
uclear surface in neutron-rich systems.
While the nuclear matter results may not be fully applicable to finite nuclei, realistic calculations in the Sn isotopes

ased on Skyrme-Hartree–Fock mean field and continuum RPA predict a significant increase in the neutron pair-transfer
trength to low-lying excited 0+ states (pairing vibrations) for N = 82−90 nuclei [67]. For very neutron-rich Sn nuclei with
> 140 a large increase in the pairing gap is expected, which results in and increased ground state to ground state pair-

ransfer strength [67]. This behavior is attributed to the weakly bound 3p1/2 and 3p3/2 orbitals, which extend far beyond
he nuclear surface. Currently it is not possible to study Sn nuclei with A > 140, where the abrupt changes in the pairing
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Fig. 13. Calculated pair-addition strength for the pair vibrational mode (excited 0+

2 states) as a function of mass number A for the Sn isotopes. The
lines indicate different pairing interactions used in the calculations.
Source: Figure adapted from [67].

Fig. 14. Neutron transition density in 134Sn, for neutron two-quasi-particle excitations to the 2f7/2 and 3p3/2 states, compared to the transition
density for the pair-vibrational mode. The arrow indicates the rms radius of the total nucleon density for 134Sn (4.84 fm).
Source: Figure adapted from [67].

transfer strength from excited states to the ground state occur. However, the region where pairing vibrations dominate,
characterized by strong transitions to excited 0+ states in pair-transfer, comes within reach of present accelerator facilities.
As shown in Fig. 13 the calculated pair-addition strength for the pair vibrational mode differs significantly between nuclei
with N > 82 and below.

The first excited 0+

2 state can be regarded as a pairing vibrational mode built on the weakly bound p3/2 and p1/2 orbits,
which shows a rather long tail in the transition density extending beyond the nuclear surface (see Fig. 14), resulting in a
large strength, comparable to that populating the ground state.

As shown in Fig. 13 the large increase in the pair-transfer probability for N > 82 is almost independent of the form
of the pairing parametrization used in the mean field calculations.

These predictions and the arguments presented in the introduction suggest that an experimental program to study
(p,t) and (t,p) reactions on neutron rich nuclei has clearly the potential to obtain an experimental signal of this intriguing
prediction. Absolute and relative measurements of the ℓ=0 pair transfer strength to the ground and excited 0+ states
along the Sn isotopic chain will provide insights into the nature of pairing and superfluidity, by systematically probing
any change in the pair transfer strength to the pairing rotational ground states vs. the pairing vibrational excited 0+

2 states
across the N = 82 magic number.

Recent theoretical advances in combining detailed structure information with reaction theory [68] resulted in the
calculation of absolute values of two-particle transfer cross sections along the Sn-isotopic chain which agree with
measurements within errors and to some extent without free parameters (except for the Optical Model potentials). The
success of this model, concerning the predictions of the absolute value of the two-particle transfer cross sections associated
with the excitation of the pairing vibrational spectrum, appears as a promising (quantitative) tool to use in conjunction
with experiments to study pairing phenomena in neutron rich nuclei.
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.3. Neutron–proton pairing

The dominant pairing in almost all known nuclei with N > Z is that in which superconducting pairs of neutrons (nn)
nd protons (pp) couple to a state with angular momentum zero and isospin T = 1, known as isovector or spin–singlet
airing. However, for nuclei with N ≈ Z , neutrons and protons occupy the same single-particle orbits at their respective
ermi surfaces and Cooper pairs, consisting of a neutron and a proton (np), may form. These types of pairs may couple in
ither isovector or isoscalar (spin–triplet with J = 1 and T = 0) modes, the latter being allowed by the Pauli principle.
ontrary to the case of nuclei with large isospin imbalance, in nuclei with N ≈ Z the isoscalar mode is expected to
ominate. Since the nuclear force is charge independent, one would also expect that pairing should manifest equivalently
or np pairs with T = 1 and S = 0, akin to nn and pp pairs. In spite of the fact that there are convincing arguments for
he existence of isovector np pairs, the existence of a correlated isoscalar np pair in condensate form, and the magnitude
f such collective pairing remains a controversial and fascinating topic in nuclear structure physics [69].
Long-standing theoretical predictions of the onset of isoscalar pairing strength, the interplay between both pairing

odes, and the presence of a condensate composed of both isoscalar and isovector pairs have remained without
xperimental confirmation [69,70]. This is mainly because the region of the nuclear landscape near the proton drip line
here such phenomena are expected to appear is largely unreachable, and because the experimental observables are
ither inconclusive and/or complicated to interpret.
The rapid quenching of np pairs as one moves away from N=Z [71] suggests that the transfer of a np pair from even–

ven to odd–odd self-conjugate nuclei is a uniquely powerful tool to study np correlations [72,73]. The (p, 3He) and (3He,p)
eactions appear as the best choice since the np pair can be transferred in both isospin states. Beyond 40Ca, these studies
require radioactive beams and the use of inverse kinematics techniques. The feasibility of the (3He,p) reaction in inverse
kinematics has been shown in a series of experiments at the ATLAS facility [74] using a gas cell target and a simple
S1-type Si detectors setup. The reaction (p, 3He) with radioactive beams of 56Ni and 52Fe were also successfully studied
at GANIL [75].

In these experiments one measures cross-sections for np transfers from an even–even projectile to the lowest
Jπ = 0+, 1+ states in the odd–odd neighbor. While absolute cross-sections will be of interest, we note that the ratio
σ (0+)/σ (1+) itself is sensitive to the pairing collectivity in the respective channels, thus reducing systematic effects of
absolute normalization.

Active targets, combining both target and detection systems in a single device, will be the perfect instrument to carry
out this exciting program. As an example we consider the reaction 3He(56Ni, 58Cu)p at 6 MeV/u. The Q-value for these
reactions is typically +5 MeV. The range of 56Ni in 3He at 300 torr is about 150 cm. As a conservative estimate we consider
an effective target thickness given by the first 2 mg/cm2 corresponding to beam energies from 6 MeV/u to 4 MeV/u, a
regime where the shape of the angular distribution remains sensitive to the transferred ℓ. The proton energy vs. lab angle
is shown in Fig. 15 for the ground-state, and an excited state at 1 MeV. The estimated energy and angle resolutions are
1% and 1 deg respectively, They are shown as error bars on the graph and will be sufficient to resolve contributions from
other near low-lying states in the odd–odd nucleus for most of the cases. With typical cross sections of 1 mb/sr in the
forward center of mass angular region (backward lab angles) where the ℓ = 0 pair transfer dominates, it is estimated
that for a 103 pps beam 56Ni running for 5 days, one would obtain approximately 150 counts in the peaks of interest.

The reaccelerated N=Z beams that will become available with new facilities worldwide, such as the ReA6/12 upgrade
at FRIB [76], offer a unique opportunity to study the (3He,p) reaction using beams from 40Ca to 88Ru and make a strong
impact in answering this interesting facet of pairing in nuclei. This is clearly illustrated in Fig. 16, where the expected
yields are shown as a function of the mass of the beam. Based on the realistic estimates above, a successful measurement
will require intensities of 103 pps, thus reaching nuclei (superfluid systems) in between the closed shells of 56Ni and
100Sn (normal systems). This is the region where pairing collective effects are expected to fully develop.

4.4. Island of Inversions

Understanding the so-called ‘‘Islands of Inversion’’ has been the subject of intense work, both experimentally and
theoretically [24] (see also Section 3). This phenomenon has been found in several regions of the nuclear chart, notably
in neutron rich nuclei with N = 8, 20, and 40. The microscopic origin of this effect follows from the removal of protons
from the corresponding spherical doubly-magic nuclei, 16O8, 40Ca20, and 68Ni40, inducing changes in the effective single-
particle energies (ESPE). Due largely to the monopole average of the central and spin–isospin components of the nuclear
force [25], ESPE’s for a given isotonic chain change as protons are removed from the systems. The delicate balance between
the monopole effects and the residual pairing plus quadrupole interactions leads to a competition between spherical and
deformed configurations. At some point, the pairing and quadrupole correlations dominate over the single particle energy
and erode the shell gaps. Furthermore, depending on the number of valence protons, the remaining valence between the
pairing and quadrupole forces leads to deformed or superfluid ground states in nuclei, expected a-priori to be semi-magic
and spherical.

Early studies of shape coexistence showed that (p,t) and (t,p) reactions also provided a sensitive tool to understand
the nature of this transition and determine mixing amplitudes between deformed and spherical configurations [77,78].
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Fig. 15. AT-TPC Simulation of Kinematic correlations for the 56Fe(3He, 58Cu)p reaction for the conditions discussed in the text.

Fig. 16. Estimated Yields for re-accelerated N=Z beams for the ReA Energy Upgrade [76]. Using an active target TPC will require beam intensities
of ≳103 pps (yellow shaded area), and a systematic study up to 88Ru will be possible.

Perhaps the best known example is that of the N = 20 Island of Inversion, centered around 32Mg. Deformed intruder
configurations, with neutron pairs promoted from the sd to the fp shell across the narrowed N = 20 gap, are energetically
favored [79–82], leading to well-developed deformation in the ground states of the affected nuclei. Particles promoted
to the fp shell and holes created in the sd shell take full advantage of the quadrupole–quadrupole force and the gain
in correlation energy overcomes the cost of crossing the shell gap. The available evidence points, indeed, to a picture
consistent with deformed ground states. The two-neutron transfer reaction 30Mg(t, p)32Mg was studied at ISOLDE in
Ref. [83]. A shape-coexistence two-level model analysis [84,85] of the data leads to the puzzling conclusion that in 32Mg
the 0+

1 ground state is dominated by the sd-shell components (≈80%) and the excited 0+

2 by the fp-shell 2p2h intruder
configuration, contrary to the accepted interpretation. Further analysis of the transfer reaction data, extending it to a
three-level mixing [86] of coexisting 0p0h, 2p2h and 4p4h states resolved the ‘‘puzzle’’, confirming the sensitivity of this
reaction to the wavefunction.

We consider this case as an example of the performance of an active target for this type of studies. While the (t,p)
reaction can be studied by using tritium loaded targets as done in Ref. [83], here we consider using tritium gas. A
conceptual design for an inner cell containing the gas and minimizes the amount of tritium (and thus safety requirements)
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Fig. 17. (a) Left panel: Simulated proton track projected into the TPC pad plane. Open blue diamonds and solid green dots refer to the full hit
attern and the part of the hit pattern used to calculate the radius of curvature, respectively. Right panel: Arc length of each hit pattern point as
function of the z coordinate. The red line is the least-squares fit performed to extract the scattering angle from the slope. (b) Proton energy vs.

ab angle for the 30Mg(t, p)32Mg reaction at 5 MeV/u reconstructed from the radius of curvature and angle inferred from the Hough transform and
ANSAC method. The red solid line represents the kinematics calculation.
ource: Adapted from Ref. [87].

as been put forward in Ref. [87]. In Fig. 17 we show our simulations assuming a Mylar cell of 5 µm thickness and 1 cm
iameter with 200 torr of pure tritium. The equivalent target thickness is 3.2 mg/cm2, ≈ 100 times thicker than currently
vailable foils. The tracking medium consists of 40 torr of isobutane and the magnetic field was set to 2 T.
The simulated tracks are analyzed in the same way as the experimental data. Use of pattern recognition algorithms

llows the extraction of features from the hit pattern to infer the initial track parameters. For this (simple) preliminary
tudy we have used the circle Hough transform combined with the RANdom SAmple Consensus (RANSAC) method to
etermine the center and the radius of curvature of each track (see Ref. [87] for details). Once the radius of curvature
s determined, the scattering angle can be inferred by parameterizing the position along the Z axis as a function of the
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arc length as shown in the right panel of Fig. 17(a). From the radius of curvature and the scattering angle, one infers the
energy of the proton, considering that the magnetic field is parallel to the beam direction.

The kinematics plot for the 30Mg(t, p)32Mg reaction at 5 MeV/u populating the ground state and reconstructed using the
initial parameters estimated above is shown in Fig. 17(b). As illustrated, the agreement with the calculation is very good,
particularly the angular resolution provided by the method is around 0.5 deg. On the other hand, the energy resolution
that this method provides is around 2.0 MeV, not yet competitive with a Si-detector array as in the ISOLDE results.
Nevertheless, it is anticipated that further processing of the data by using a Monte Carlo fit will provide a resolution of
better than 100 keV and 0.32 deg for the energy and angle of the protons [4]. Furthermore, the large angle coverage and
higher luminosity achieved with an active target will be mandatory to extend these measurements towards the neutron
drip line, for example the case of the Mg isotopes up to 40Mg [88].

As a final note we mention that, besides the technical development of the cell above, the tritium activity is ∼20 Ci
posing a radioactivity hazard that requires a careful mitigation plan. Safety layers with double/triple enclosing volumes
will likely be needed. However, in order to maximize the physics reach of the exotic beams available, we believe the
development of a dedicated tritium cell to operate inside a time projection chamber should be considered seriously. It
goes without saying that such a cell can also be used with other rare gases that, although not radioactive, are currently
very expensive like 3He.

4.5. Summary and outlook

Transfer reactions have provided a wealth of information that has shaped our current understanding of the structure
of atomic nuclei. In particular, two-nucleon transfers have firmly established the ubiquitous role of nuclear pairing
correlations. Unquestionably they will continue to provide a unique tool as we embark in our experimental study of
very-neutron and -proton rich nuclei.

Existing and planned exotic beam facilities worldwide and new detector systems like active targets with unparalleled
sensitivity and resolving power not only will allow us to answer some burning questions we have today, but most likely
will open up a window to new and unexpected phenomena. In this section we addressed some specific examples focusing
on two-nucleon transfer reactions with light ions. Obviously, given the flexibility of time projection chambers to operate
with several gases, reactions like (18O, 16O) can be studied to provide additional information on pairing phenomena [89].

5. Clustering in nuclei

Nuclei have been known to exhibit cluster structure especially in the light mass region. There has been much progress
in understanding the nature of clustering theoretically and this has spurred experimental work to find evidence to test
theoretical predictions. Ultimately, a deep understanding of clustering from a fundamental and microscopic perspective is
desired. A recent review of understanding nuclear clusters from a microscopic perspective can be found in Ref. [90] as well
as various other aspects of clustering in Refs. [91–94]. Although experimental evidence for prominent cluster structure
has been accumulating over the past five decades, there is still a lack of data especially for unstable nuclei both close and
far from the valley of stability. Radioactive beams are required to access information on these unstable nuclei and active
targets are well suited to study a variety of reactions that can be used to probe their cluster structure.

5.1. Physics of clusters

The formation of clusters is rooted in correlations between nucleons in the nuclear medium. There has been recent
insights into some of these short-range correlations that have been found through high-energy electron scattering [95].
In this study, proton–neutron short-range correlations related to the EMC effect were found to dominate in the nuclear
medium [96]. Both short-range correlations and the EMC effect have a sensitivity to the clustered nature of 9Be when
scaled to nucleon number or average density [97,98]. On the theoretical side, a number of microscopic approaches have
shown cluster structure to be a prominent and robust feature, especially in light nuclei. These approaches include the no-
core shell model [99], Green’s function Monte Carlo [100], lattice effective field theory [101], symplectic shell model [102],
antisymmetrized molecular dynamics (AMD) and fermionic molecular dynamics [103,104]. For ground-state properties,
relativistic mean-field theories have also shown prominent clustering in light nuclei. The important aspect to note is
that these microscopic approaches do not assume any cluster structure a priori but clusterization as seen in the resulting
density distribution of particles emerges naturally from the model. For example, a deformed AMD calculation shows the
density distribution of protons and the most weakly-bound neutron in 14C (Fig. 18) and the emergence of clusters can be
seen [105]. These calculations show that cluster structure is a fundamental and important part of structure that comes
from the underlying nucleon–nucleon interactions.

One of the smallest and most prominent clusters is the α cluster consisting of two protons and two neutrons that are
highly correlated. The α particle is known as one of the most stable nuclei. It has a very large binding energy per nucleon,
and a total spin and isospin of zero, making it a symmetric system in spin and isospin. Evidence for α-cluster structure is
found in light nuclei starting with neutron-rich He isotopes and continues in nuclei as heavy as 44Ti [106]. It is especially
prominent in nuclei that can be divided into an integer number of α clusters that are called α-conjugate nuclei. Beyond
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Fig. 18. Density distribution of nucleons in 14C in the intrinsic frame of reference for different positive-parity (top row) and negative-parity (bottom
row) states. The contour lines show the proton density distribution and the color density shows the density distribution for the most weakly-bound
neutron.
Source: Figure from Ref. [105].

these α-conjugate nuclei, certain α non-conjugate nuclei, ones that can be divided into an integer number of α particles
plus additional protons, neutrons, or other light clusters, also contain prominent cluster states. These α non-conjugate
nuclei are sometimes referred to as nuclear molecules. Searches for α-cluster states are typically carried out near the
α threshold, as they have been experimentally found to appear near this region. This is the basis of the Ikeda diagram,
which gives an approximation of where various clusters in the light-mass region may appear based on their separation
energies (see Fig. 19) [107].

More experimental data is needed to elucidate where cluster structures exist in nuclei, especially in unstable nuclei
where there is a lack of data due to the need for high-quality radioactive beams.

5.2. Reactions and observables

Reactions that involve α particles in the entrance and/or exit channels may be particularly sensitive to α-cluster
structure. Reactions that have large α widths would be consistent with an interpretation that a certain nuclear level or
resonance (see Section 2) has a prominent α-cluster structure. For this reason, there have been a number of experiments
that have searched for α-cluster structure using resonant α scattering. In (α, α) and (α, α′) reactions, large α widths
would result in prominent resonances with large cross sections. The properties of these resonances, such as their width
and energy, can then be interpreted or compared to theoretical predictions [90–92].

The measurement of resonances through other α-induced reactions such as (α, p), (α, n), and (α, γ ) also yield insight
into the nature of the resonances. Many of these type of reactions also play a central role in the synthesis of elements and
the energy generation of stars and explosive astrophysical phenomena [108] (see also Section 8). As many of these also
involve radioactive nuclei with reactions at low energy, active targets are well suited for those cross section measurements.

5.3. Examples of cluster structure from theory and experiment

There have been a number of experiments aimed at finding and studying clustering in nuclei using active targets and
in this section, we highlight a few examples, note the utility of the active target method, and suggest future possibilities
for future experiments.

5.3.1. Nuclear molecules
It has been known that α-cluster structure is prominent in the Be isotopes [109]. A prime example is the decay of the

ground state of 8Be. This unique decay into two α particles gave a strong clue for the clustered nature of 8Be’s ground
state. A number of cluster models have also predicted strong cluster states in the isotope 10Be. One of these models is
the Anti-Symmetrized Molecular Dynamics (AMD) where each nucleon in a nucleus is represented by a Gaussian wave
packet [103]. These wave packets interact with a given nuclear interaction and the wave functions are found using the
variational principle. By looking at the resulting density distributions, one can study the formation and dissolution of
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Fig. 19. The Ikeda diagram shows various cluster configurations based on the cluster separation energies.
Source: Figure from Ref. [107].

luster states as the AMD model does not assume any cluster structure in the model a priori. The predictions of the AMD
model show a strong two α-cluster structure with the two ‘‘valence’’ neutrons configured in what are called the π and
σ orbits, drawing the labels from an analogy with atomic molecules. The prominent α clusters should result in large α
widths while the differing arrangements of the valence neutrons should result in differing resonance energies. In addition,
the rotation of such structures should result in rotational bands that have differing moments of inertia that can be inferred
from their J(J + 1) energy spacing.

An experiment was performed to look for strong α-cluster states in 10Be using a radioactive beam of 6He and a 4He
gas target filling the prototype Active Target Time Projection Chamber (pAT-TPC) [110]. In this experiment, the scattered
particles were imaged by the pAT-TPC and the position of the reaction vertex was deduced, then converted into the energy
at which the reaction occurred through the knowledge of the beam’s initial energy and calculated stopping power in the
1 atm of He gas. In addition, both the 6He and 4He reaction products were stopped in the gas target, from which the
energy of the reaction products were deduced. This allowed for the measurement of excitation functions and angular
distributions over a wide angular range.

The 6He beam intensity for this experiment was on the order of 1000 pps and ran over a period of approximately
four days. The thick gas target allowed for a higher luminosity while the very high geometrical efficiency and angular
resolution of the pAT-TPC allowed for detailed angular distributions that were able to constrain R-matrix calculations
(see Section 2).

The experimental results were compared to AMD calculations. The 2+ and 4+ members of the rotational band for the
σ configuration were observed, but only the 2+ member of the π-configuration rotational band was seen. The fact that
the 4+ level of the π configuration was not observed was predicted by the AMD calculations from the interpretation that
higher angular momentum limited the formation of clusters for the π configuration [110].

5.3.2. Searching for cluster structure in isobaric analog states
A similar study of the isospin mirror of 10Be, 10C, was performed using inelastic resonant α scattering using a radioactive

beam of 10C at 75 MeV/u and the MAIKo detector [9,111]. In this case, small scattering angles in the center-of-mass
frame translate to scattering near 90◦ in the laboratory frame. As the scattering angle approaches 90◦, the energy of the
scattered α particles approaches zero and thus a very thin target is needed to allow for the α particle to be detected. An
active-target detector gives a significantly lower threshold for detection compared to the use of a gas target with external
particle detectors. For example, to detect 400 keV α particles, the lowest energy α particles detected in the experiment,
one would need to use target chamber foils that are thinner than 1 µm in order to prevent all of the energy to be lost in
the foils. The use of thin foils becomes challenging for holding a significant gas pressure such as 0.5–1.0 atm as was done
in this experiment.
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Fig. 20. Linear-chain states from AMD calculations.
Source: Figures from Ref. [105].

.3.3. Exotic cluster structures: Linear-chain states
For heavier nuclei, it is possible to have structures that contain more than two clusters. The next structure naturally

as three clusters and these three clusters can now form two distinct arrangements: a triangular configuration or a linear-
hain configuration. These distinct configurations have been predicted by AMDmodels [105,112] for 14C and more recently
in 14O [113]. What these models show is that it may be possible to have both configurations realized in nuclei. The
linear chain state is particularly interesting as it would represent a very unique structure that has a very large degree of
deformation. Finding evidence for such a structure in nuclei would be important for understanding the possible extent of
deformations and more generally, what extent of shapes nuclei can exhibit [92,103]. This would have many implications
for the current nuclear theoretical understanding [90].

A number of experiments were aimed at probing the resonances above the α threshold in 14C to search for the linear
α-chain states. These experiments used a radioactive beam of 10Be and a 4He gas target to measure cross sections for
the 10Be(α, α)10Be and 10Be(α, α′)10Be∗ reactions [114–116]. Two of the experiments used the thick target with inverse
kinematics technique that has much overlap with the use of active-target time projection chambers [114,116]. These
experiments used a gas target and an array of Si detectors to detect the outgoing reactants and infer the position of the
reaction vertex in the extended gas target. A number of resonances were observed and candidates for resonances with
relatively large α widths were identified. An experiment using an active-target time projection chamber, the pAT-TPC was
also performed where the scattering reaction was captured as a track image. The reaction vertex location and outgoing
particles were identified and cross sections were measured for a number of resonances. The advantages of the active
target method are the increased luminosity for a given initial beam energy and the ability to directly measure the particle
tracks of the scattering event. This tracking allows for a clear discrimination between elastically scattered and inelastically
scattered particles, which is predicted to be an important signature of one type of linear-chain state.

Similar to the AMD predictions for 10Be, the linear-chain cluster structures predicted for 14C also are of two types,
a π configuration and a σ configuration. A schematic representation of these configurations is shown in Fig. 20. The
π configurations are asymmetric in shape and are predicted at lower excitation energies while the σ configurations
are symmetric in shape and are predicted to appear at higher excitation energies. The energies and partial α widths
for these predicted states can be measured and compared to the theoretical predictions. The results from the three
different resonant α scattering experiments agree for some resonances and disagree for others. The assigned spin and
parity for resonances as well as the deduced α widths and the cross section contribution for the inelastic channel also
differ, complicating the precise interpretation of the resonances as well as the direct comparison to theory. Active targets
can provide higher statistics experiments and high angular resolution data, and are therefore well placed to contribute
to investigating and resolving these differences in future experiments. The large solid angle coverage and track imaging
will allow for detailed angular distribution measurements as well as precise identification of inelastic contributions.

AMD predictions for similar linear-chain cluster structures have been made for the isospin mirror nucleus 14O [113]. If
cluster structure is preserved for isobaric analog states in α non-conjugate nuclei, a similar structure in resonances should
be observed in resonant α scattering measurements. The energies of these resonances have been predicted where, due to
the extra protons that accompany the α clusters, Coulomb shifts can play an appreciable role. These Coulomb shifts can
be a signature for these predicted linear-chain structures.

In addition to elastic and inelastic resonant α scattering, one can look at the tendency for a clustered nucleus to
break up into its constituent clusters. The probability for multi-particle decay modes is an important observable that
can also give insight into the underlying cluster structure of states in a nucleus. The three-body decay of a resonance in
14C would result in three α particles and two neutrons. In an active-target detector, only the charged α particles would
be detected but the resulting image would be a unique signature of the three α decay. An advantage of this tracking is
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Fig. 21. The three-body breakup of 12C after scattering with an α particle is shown. The measured track projections on the YZ and XY plane are
shown in the left and right plot, respectively. The thin solid and dotted lines show the lines for the reconstructed tracks.
Source: Figure from Ref. [9].

the nearly 100% detection efficiency of these type of events given a proper trigger is used. This would allow for a precise
determination of the probability of three-α decay events occurring for a given resonance. The observation of three-body
decay of resonances in 14C has been achieved with the pAT-TPC using a radioactive 10Be beam. After analysis it was
found that the three-body democratic decay increases compared to sequential decay for higher reaction energies [117].
For possible cluster structures in other A = 14 isobars such as 14O, an even more interesting prospect occurs as the
extra particles outside the α particles are protons and thus can be detected simultaneously with the three α particles.
For 14O, one would detect five simultaneous particles in a breakup event: three α particles and two protons. The angular
distribution of these particles with respect to one another, for example the protons with respect to each other, can also
give insight into the underlying structure of the resonance from which the breakup proceeded. The analysis techniques
such as robust track identification and trigger generation for multi-track images is still being refined and developed, but
the high efficiency and low detection thresholds of such multi-particle tracking is an advantage for active-target time
projection chambers compared to Si detector arrays. An example of multi-particle tracking is the study of the three-body
breakup of the Hoyle state in 12C [9]. Fig. 21 shows an example of a multi-body breakup of 12C after scattering with an α
particle. The projection of the tracks onto the YZ and XY planes is shown as well as the lines for the reconstructed tracks.
The incoming and outgoing 4He track is clearly distinguished from the three breakup α particles via its smaller energy
loss. Although using a high-efficiency Si may give better energy resolution, the high geometrical efficiency and angular
resolution with low-energy thresholds are advantages of the active target method.

5.3.4. Clusters in heavier nuclei and their impact in astrophysics
With higher mass nuclei, there are additional integer numbers of α clusters, but also larger clusters such as 12C. 12C +

α cluster structure has long been a topic of interest due to the possibility that low-energy resonance with such structures
can dramatically enhance the 12C(α, γ )16O reaction, which is considered one of the most important reactions of nuclear
strophysics as it determines the carbon-to-oxygen ratio of the universe [118].
In the α-conjugate nucleus 20Ne, one may expect five prominent α clusters to appear, but the situation seems to be

more complicated as more nucleons start to enable many more degrees of freedom [119,120]. A relativistic mean-field
theory calculation shows that clustering is prominent in the ground state of 20Ne but the density distribution seems
to correspond to four unequal clusters rather than five equal clusters that may be identified with α clusters [121].
Nevertheless, interest in cluster structure in 20Ne and its neighboring isotopes remains high due to the lack of cluster
nformation on heavier nuclei and the implications cluster structure has on astrophysical reaction rates, for the formation
f the elements and their evolution in the universe [108].
Finding clear evidence for cluster structures in Ne isotopes has been an ongoing quest. Symplectic shell model

alculations have predicted prominent cluster structures in the Ne isotopes [120]. Studies have been performed to measure
esonances in α-induced reactions in 22Ne and its isospin mirror 22Mg, using a stable 18O and a radioactive 18Ne beam,
respectively [122,123]. Strong α resonances were seen in 22Ne but were absent in the 22Mg measurement. The results of
the 22Mg experiment remain inconclusive as the possibility of strong α resonances exists, but is ruled out in the energy
range measured. A detailed study of resonances in 22Mg for a larger energy range would help in confirming whether or
not the isobaric analogs to the strong resonances observed in 22Ne exist in 22Mg. The question of whether prominent
clusters exist in proton-rich nuclei in this mass region therefore remains an open question.

Cluster states in this mass region can play an important role in nucleosynthesis. (More examples of using active targets
for nuclear astrophysics experiments are found in Section 8.) More specifically, the 22Ne(α, n)25Mg reaction is important
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or understanding the generation of the neutron source for the slow-neutron capture or s-process. For this reaction, low-
nergy α resonances can play a key role in enhancing the reaction rate for this process in giant stars in their late stage
f evolution [124]. Although this reaction has not been studied with active targets, one may consider the advantages of
sing a gas target with a 4He or 22Ne beam to study the reaction directly. Towards heavier nuclei, the level density of the
ompound nucleus increases therefore the details of the required energy resolution will be important.

.4. Summary and outlook

Clustering in nuclei continues to be an important part of understanding fundamental nuclear structure as well as
aving implications in nucleosynthesis. Active targets have allowed for a greater accessibility to search specifically for α-
luster states in α non-conjugate nuclei requiring the use of radioactive beams. The advantages of obtaining full kinematic
nformation as well as greater luminosity make them well suited for current and future studies of searching for α-cluster
tates in the light mass region. Advances that push the limits for energy resolution and rate capabilities, as well as the
bility to fully analyze multi-body decay channels are important for future experiments, and to obtain the highest quality
ata from active targets.

. Decay processes

How a radioactive nuclei gets rid of the excess of neutrons or protons on its way towards stability depends very
uch on its location in the nuclear landscape. Usually, the β-decay process dominates how a nucleus is transformed into
nother. In the β−-decay process, which usually happens in neutron-rich nuclei, a neutron is converted into a proton,
ith the emission of an electron and electron anti-neutrino. On the other side, proton-rich nuclei may undergo β+-

decay converting a proton into a neutron, and emitting a positron and an electron neutrino. Towards the drip lines,
many other decay channels become open due to the decreasing separation energies, the increasing Q -values and isobaric
mass differences, and the partial half-lives for particle emission. The β-decay process can populate unbound states in the
daughter via different emission channels such as βγ , βα, βp or βn (including multi-particle emission). Beyond the proton
drip line, the separation energy becomes negative enabling one- and two-proton radioactivity from unbound nuclei due to
the Coulomb barrier and pairing interaction. Whether the direct emission of protons can compete with β-decay depends
very much on the partial half-life of that channel. The emission of two protons is particularly challenging to investigate
because several scenarios are possible: sequential emission via a proton-unbound state in the daughter nucleus; or
simultaneous emission of two protons (β2p) or two-proton radioactivity from the ground state. In these multi-particle
mission cases, the decay may proceed through resonances or a break-up process ruled by phase space. Fig. 22 shows the
ossible decay modes for β-delayed particle emission. Comprehensive and detailed reviews on these topics can be found
n [125] (Nuclear structure at the proton drip line), [126] (β-delayed particle emission), [127] (Particle radioactivity of
exotic nuclei), [128] (Two-proton radioactivity), and [129] (Radioactive decay at the limits of nuclear stability).

The close proximity of the proton drip line to the valley of stability has enabled a comprehensive exploration of the
β-delayed and direct particle radioactivity phenomena [129]. β-delayed proton emission is open for nuclei close to the
drip line, with most of the nuclei where this mode dominates having few precursors (the nucleus that undergoes decay).
The intensity of the β-delayed emission is inferred from the branching ratio of the delayed emitter to the daughter, and
the intensity of the β transition from the precursor to the emitter. The direct emission of protons can occur from isomeric
states of nuclei not close to the drip line and from the ground-state when crossing the drip line. Since pairing plays a
key role in proton radioactivity, the emitters are classified according to seniority s, which is equal to the number of
unpaired protons and/or neutrons. This classification explains why protons can be emitted from isomeric states in nuclei
far from the drip-line: emitters with s > 2 have an odd proton in addition to one or more broken pairs of nucleons, which
corresponds to high excitation energy.

On the neutron-rich side the emission of charged particles proceeds differently. Delayed charged particle emission
after β-decay is possible for loosely bound light nuclei. Several halo nuclei with open emission channels such as βp, βd
and βt have been identified [130–132]. On the other hand, the direct emission of neutrons from neutron-rich nuclei is
still an open and fascinating topic. Because neutrons are not sensitive to the Coulomb barrier, they are only bound by the
centrifugal barrier. Therefore, the extremely short lifetime of the observed neutron emission sets the phenomena closer
to resonances rather than delayed emission of neutrons. Although β-delayed neutron emission or spontaneous emission
is of great interest to the community [126,133], the detection of neutrons is out of the scope of this publication.

This section of the review covers a detailed compilation of charged-particle radioactivity studies that have been
performed with time projection chambers (TPC). Independently of the production method of the radioactive nuclei,
TPCs were introduced to fulfill several deficiencies of the conventional setups used for these studies. They provide an
extremely high detection efficiency by covering the full angular distribution of the process. In addition, the particle
detection threshold is dramatically lowered, enabling the study of decay channels where the emitted particle has very low
kinetic energy. In the case of multi-particle emission, TPCs provide a unique capability: the reconstruction of the tracks
of the particles to enable the study of correlations with high precision. This section will cover four different topics: basic
concepts on particle radioactivity, β-delayed proton emission, proton radioactivity and future prospects for TPCs.
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Fig. 22. Decay scheme for a N < Z nucleus where different modes are shown.

6.1. Basic concepts on particle radioactivity and production methods

β-decay and β-delayed proton emission provide a rich field to investigate nuclear structure and astrophysics. The
energy distribution of the emitted particles, half-life and decay rates depend on the β-decay strength. Transitions can be
classified in terms of parity, spin and angular momentum change called Fermi or Gamow–Teller, the latter being the one
without parity change and a maximum change of one unit of angular momentum. The intensity of the transition can be
described by the ft value (f and t refer to phase-space factor and partial half-life, respectively):

ft =
K

g2
vBF + g2

ABGT
(7)

where gv and gA are the free vector and axial-vector coupling constants, respectively. BGT and BF are the Gamow–Teller
nd Fermi strengths that are described by the transition between the initial and final states ruled by the isospin and spin
perators. The constant K is:

K =
2π3h̄7ln2
m5

0c4
(8)

The partial lifetime is described as the ratio between the total lifetime and the branching ratio for the decay of interest.
The phase-space factor, which depends on the atomic number of the daughter and the kinetic energy of the β particle,
can be calculated or inferred from tables. When the transition occurs between two isobars of the same multiplet, they
are referred as Superallowed Fermi Transitions. In this case, the decay populates the Isobaric Analogue State (IAS) of the
parent which is shifted by the Coulomb displacement energy (∆Ec).

The energy of the emitted particle, E, depends on the excitation energies of the initial and final states (daughter and
particle daughter, respectively) and on the separation energy of the emitted particle in the daughter. The intensity for a
given channel can be expressed as:

Ix(E) = Iβ (Ei)
Γx

Γ i
total

(9)

where Iβ (Ei) is the intensity of the β transition as a function of the energy of the daughter. Here x denotes the particle
(p, n, d, t, α). Γx and Γ i

total refer to partial width of a particular transition from the daughter and the total width of the
initial state in the daughter. The spectrum of the emitted delayed particles depends on the mass region where the decay
happens, or in other words, on the level density spanned in the Q -window (Q − S ).
β β p
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Fig. 23. Scheme depicting one- (left panel) and two-proton (right panel) emission. While the single proton emission mainly depends on the barrier
eight, the two-proton emission also depends on the correlation between the protons.
ource: From [128].

β-delayed proton emission is a powerful tool to investigate nuclear structure at large isospin imbalance and it is also
f great interest for nuclear astrophysics (see Section 8). It can be used to investigate Gamow–Teller strengths, isospin
ixing, nuclear masses, beta-neutrino correlations and the CNO cycle of astrophysical interest. The review about nuclear
ecay studies by Blank and Borge [125] contains a comprehensive description of these phenomena.

β-delayed proton emission competes with direct proton emission when approaching the proton drip line. The basic
ngredient to describe direct nucleon radioactivity is the nuclear potential between the nucleus and the nucleon. The
roton is stationary in this potential and has a very narrow decay width (Γ ), or in other words, it decays through a
ery slow exponential process. Nucleons leave the nucleus through the tunneling process which depends on the available
nergy and the height or the barrier. In general, one can assume that the probability and thus the time of the process
re proportional to the available energy. This tunneling process allows for the observation of proton radioactivity. Fig. 23
epicts the process of one and two proton emission from the core. The life time of this state (also called Gamow state)
s:

T1/2 =
h̄ln2
Γ

(10)

Ref. [127] gives a simple prescription to calculate the decay width:

Γ = SN
h̄2

4µ
exp

[
−2

∫ r3

r2

k(r)dr
]

(11)

As explained in [127], in the case of proton radioactivity, S is the spectroscopic factor, k(r) =
√
2µ|Q − V (r)|/h̄ where

Q is the decay energy and µ is the reduced mass of the system. V (r) is the potential where the particle is confined, r2
o r3 being the classically forbidden region where the particle is below the barrier. The typical potential consists of a
um of terms describing nuclear and Coulomb interactions as well as centrifugal and spin–orbit terms. A comprehensive
escription of the proton and two-proton radioactivity theory can be found in [127,128]. It is however worth mentioning
ere the description of the proton radioactive process in terms of an intuitive model that models the interaction between
he core and the protons in terms of Jacobi coordinate system. Such system is useful to represent the two main possibilities
or two-proton radioactivity: diproton and sequential emission. One of the main reasons TPCs were introduced for the
tudy of two-proton radioactivity is to enable the measurement of the correlations between emitted particles. In fact, such
apability enables a powerful method to differentiate between a simultaneous and sequential emission of two protons
rom the core.

As mentioned before, the description of the three body system is usually done with the Jacobi coordinate system.
As shown in Fig. 24, the decay can be described with two equivalent coordinate systems (T (b) and Y (c) [127,134], in

which two subsystems are defined. The decay energy ET shared among three particles is:

ET = Ex + Ey =
k2x
2Mx

+
k2y
2My

(12)

here Mx =
m1m2
m1+m2

and My =
(m1+m2)m3
m1+m2+m3

. The relative momenta of the particles are k⃗x =
m2k⃗1−m1 k⃗2

m1+m2
and k⃗y = −k⃗3. The

vectors define the angle of emission between two particles and the core of mass M:

Ex =
k2x
2µ

k⃗x = k⃗1 +
µ

M
k⃗3

(13)
ky = −k3
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Fig. 24. Coordinate systems describing single-particle interactions: (a) Shell model system, (b) T Jacobi system. (c) Y Jacobi system.
Source: From [134].

where µ is the proton-core reduced mass. These two Jacobian systems lead to two different coupling configurations. In
both of them, the Hamiltonian is treated in a way where the Coulomb and nuclear potentials for the respective X and Y
variables are separated. The decay amplitude is factorized into the product of two-body terms. The T model represents a
diproton decay with one final state interaction (FSI). On the other hand, the Y Jacobi system is described by at least two
FSI, in this case, between each proton and the core. For a convenient description of the system, the energy fraction (ϵ)
and the relative angle between protons (θk) are chosen:

ϵ =
Ex
ET

cos(θk) =
k⃗x · k⃗y
kxky

(14)

This description has been very useful to infer the energy and angular correlations in two-proton emitters, as it will
be shown later. For a more comprehensive description we refer the reader to the review article by Pfützner et al. that
contains a detailed and complete explanation of the one- and two-proton radioactivity models [129].

6.2. β-Delayed proton emission studies with time projection chambers

The observation of the first β-delayed proton emission precursor (the nucleus that undergoes β decay) dates back
to 1969 in an experiment performed using silicon detectors, which has been the preferred technology for this type of
studies [135]. This finding spurred a plethora of experiments to observe other precursors, and to this day around 160
have been identified [128]. As mentioned earlier, most of the β-delayed proton emission studies, with the exception of
those with astrophysical interest, are performed combining arrays of position-sensitive silicon detectors (double-sided
silicon detectors), where the precursor is implanted to measure the proton. The β particle is usually detected in another
silicon detector surrounding the one used for implantation. With this scheme, the background in the proton spectrum
can be dramatically reduced. One of the main drawback of this system is the dead layer of the silicon detectors, which
raises the lower limit of detection. Before time projection chambers were introduced to overcome this problem and
improve detection efficiency at low energy, devices that combined silicon and gas detectors were developed for this
type of studies [136,137]. These detectors leveraged some of the main capabilities of modern TPCs: drift time and energy
loss measurements for particle identification. TPCs were introduced to overcome the major problems of the conventional
setups, namely, individual detection of low energy protons and full geometrical acceptance. The TPC developed at CENBG
(France) [10], based on gas electron multipliers (GEM), was devoted to the measurement of two-proton radioactivity but
also enabled the unambiguous measurement of the β-delayed two proton emission from 43Cr in an experiment performed
at GANIL (France) [138,139].

Fig. 25 shows a β-delayed proton and two-proton emission of 43Cr in the upper and lower panels, respectively. The
left and right panels of the figure show the energy loss curve in both coordinates of the pad plane of the detector. Using
the time signal of the arrival of the ionization electrons, a reconstruction of the three-dimensional tracks is enabled. With
this information, the energy of the protons and their angular correlations can be inferred. As shown in the left panel
of Fig. 26, a ratio of 34%–66% for the energy sharing between the protons (E/E2p) was deduced for this type of decay,
which supports the idea of sequential decay as the energy is not equally shared between the protons. In this context, the
decay would proceed through an intermediate state in 42Ti at 5.2 or 6.6 MeV, although the assignment was not possible.
The sequential emission of the protons via intermediate states in the daughter nucleus is also supported by the isotropic
angular correlation for the relative angle between them (right panel of Fig. 26). A few years later, the branching ratios for
the β-delayed p, 2p and 3p emission of 43Cr were measured in an experiment performed at the NSCL (USA) [140]. In this
case, the optical TPC (OTPC) was used [11]. The tracking of the particles in this device is realized using the ultraviolet light
(UV) produced during the electron amplification stage (see Fig. 27). The absolute branching ratios were determined to be
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Fig. 25. Upper panel: Energy loss curves in x (left) and y (right) coordinates of a β-delayed proton event in 43Cr. Lower panel: Same as upper panel
ut for β-delayed two-proton emission.
ource: From [139].

Fig. 26. Left panel: Energy sharing between two protons emitted in the β-delayed two-proton decay of 43Cr. Right panel: Angular correlation between
rotons emitted in the β-delayed two-proton decay of 43Cr.
ource: From [139].

1(4)%, 7.1(4)%, and 0.08(3)%, for the p, 2p and 3p channels, respectively. The branching ratio of the β-delayed 2p channel
as attributed to a transition from the IAS of 43Cr in 43V to the ground state of 41Sc, in good agreement with the results
eported by [141]. This experiment also yielded a surprising result, a relatively large branching ratio 12(4)% for decays
ithout emission of protons with several possible explanations: isospin asymmetry effects deduced when comparing the

ow branching in the mirror system (43V to 43Ca), an unknown proton separation energy in 43V or decay to states with
uch larger γ width. The simultaneous high-resolution detection of γ s and protons is obviously a compelling subject for

uture TPC devices.
In Refs. [139,140], the main goal was the measurement of two-proton radioactivity in 45Fe. However, in the experiment

resented in Ref. [11], the first observation of β-delayed three proton emission from 45Fe was reported [142]. Several years
ater, the β-delayed 3p emission in 31Ar was confirmed and the branching ratios for every channel determined [143]. With
branching ratio of 7%, the β-delayed 3p emission accounts for 30% of the total Gamow–Teller strength. The reason lies

n the fact that delayed protons are coming from highly excited states above the IAS in the daughter nucleus. In addition,
imilarly to 43Cr, the branching ratio to β-decay without proton emission is relatively large. Although the authors did not
xplain the reason in the manuscript, it might be caused by strong branching for γ decay.
Very often, the measurement of several exotic emitters is accomplished within a single experiment. Because of the rich

mount of data these experiments produce, the establishment of this new technique motivated many experiments to hunt
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Fig. 27. (a) Decay scheme of 45Fe showing different β-delayed particle emission channels. (b) Upper panel: An example of a β-delayed 3p emission
of 45Fe recorded with the OTPC. Lower panel: Energy loss (intensity) as a function of time. The pattern features a high spike that corresponds to
the emission vertex.
Source: From [142].

down β-delayed proton emitters. For 44Cr and 46Fe, the branching ratios, half lifes and energy spectra were determined for
the β-delayed proton emission channel [144]. For the 44Cr a new single proton line was identified at 742 keV. For 46Fe, the
β-delayed two proton emission was identified for the first time. Despite the protons escaping the TPC volume, the authors
were able to deduce that the decay proceeds through a state located 1.56 MeV above the IAS of the daughter 44V with
a branching ratio of 0.4(6)%. Although the statistics for the energy spectrum were poor, the background-free conditions
that the TPC provides makes this technique unique when the detection of low energy particles is needed. This was again
pointed out in a more recent experiment where the β-delayed proton and two-proton emission on 26P and 27S were
measured [145]. The latter is an example on how the measurement with the TPC gave access to underlying physics. The
upper panel of Fig. 28 shows the energy spectrum of β-delayed protons emitted after the decay of 27S measured with the
OTPC (top [145]) and with Si detectors (bottom [146]). It is clear that both methods span very different energy domains,
and are complementary. The experiment with the OTPC observed a much stronger intensity below 2 MeV. Moreover,
every event where two protons were observed was attributed to β-delayed two proton sequential emission, in contrast
to the report of [146] that interpreted them as a 2He emission from the IAS in 27P to the ground state of the daughter
25Al.

The two new lines observed in the β-delayed proton spectrum at 332 keV and 737 keV allowed for the reconfiguration
of the decay scheme of 27S originally presented in [146] (see Fig. 29). These lines correspond to transitions from the 3/2+

and 5/2+ states of 27P to the ground state of 26Si.
It is natural that the emission of protons after β-decay in neutron deficient nuclei is a common feature near the drip

line where proton separation energies become smaller. On the other side of the chart of nuclides, the emission of charge
particles after β-decay is allowed in nuclei with a small neutron separation energy, that can also be halo nuclei. To
date, such an exotic decay mode has only been observed in very few neutron rich nuclei [130–132]. One of them is
6He, for which the decay into α + d is allowed with a Qβd = 2.033 MeV. This type of decay is interpreted as decoupled
from the core, where one of the halo neutrons is transformed into a proton, forming a deuteron that it is emitted into
the continuum. Several experiments found an unusually low branching ratio for this decay at around 10−6, which was
understood as an accidental cancellation in the Gamow–Teller matrix elements between the inner and the outer parts
of the wave function. However, none of these experiments were able to determine the energy spectrum at low energy,
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Fig. 28. 27S β-delayed proton energy spectrum recorded with a TPC [145] (upper panel) and with Si detectors [146] (lower panel). The spectrum
ecorded with the TPC features an energy spectrum with a much lower proton energy threshold. This allowed to provide a more complete decay
cheme from 27S to 26Si.

which is critical since a large part of the intensity lies in that range. Therefore, an experiment with a more sensitive
device to low energy charged particles, such as a TPC, seems natural. The experiment was repeated using the OTPC [147]
which enables the measurement of particles down to around 150 keV (in this case for both particles simultaneously),
as shown in Fig. 30. This capability was crucial to determine a new branching ratio of 2.39 × 10−6 (with a transition
probability of 2.39 × 10−6 s−1), larger than the previous reported value of 1.65 × 10−6 for a deuteron energy above
50 keV [148]. The shape of the spectrum, which clearly points to a decay into the continuum, is in good agreement with
heoretical calculations within an α+n+n model [149], although the absolute transition probability is not well reproduced
20% larger). This result demonstrates again the excellent performance of TPCs for background-free measurements of low
nergy charged particles.
When the neutron separation energy is Sn < 782 keV, the β-delayed proton emission from a neutron-rich halo nucleus

s energetically allowed. One of the most favorable cases is 11Be, which was recently proposed as a scenario where a
alo neutron could undergo a decay into dark matter as an explanation for the neutron lifetime puzzle [150,151]. This
opic has attracted great attention, and several works that rule out this scenario based on astrophysical and cosmological
onstraints have recently been published [152–154]. From the nuclear physics standpoint, the analysis of the neutron
−-decay symmetry limits the ratio for this channel to a point where the neutron lifetime discrepancy cannot be
xplained [155,156].
In fact, several decay channels are open in 11Be but only βα (Qβα = 2845.2 keV) and more recently βp (Qβp =

80.7 keV) have been observed. The branching ratio for the latter was indirectly measured via Accelerator Mass
pectroscopy (AMS) by determining the amount of remaining 10Be, yielding a surprising value of 8.3(9)×10−6 [157],
uch larger than predicted by theoretical calculations. Since this experiment measured the total branching ratio for the
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Fig. 29. Decay scheme of 27S.
Source: From [145].

Fig. 30. Energy spectrum of the α-deuteron decay in 6He.
Source: From [147].

decay of 11Be into 10Be, nothing could be inferred about possible unaccounted exotic decay channels beyond the standard
model. Another explanation for this discrepancy is that the β-delayed proton emission from 11Be proceeds through an
unobserved resonance in 11B.

In order to solve this conundrum, an experiment to directly measure protons emitted in the β-decay of 11Be was
performed [158] using the prototype Active Target Time Projection Chamber (pAT-TPC) [3]. Due to the very small Q ,
βp
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Fig. 31. β-delayed proton energy spectrum of 11Be.
Source: From [132].

rotons are emitted with an energy below 280 keV, which makes TPCs the ideal device for such measurement. In
articular, and as pointed out before, it enables the measurement of this channel with a dramatically reduced background
rom β particles. From the experiment, a branching ratio of 1.3(3)×10−5 was inferred, in agreement with the previous
indirect experiment. This result, within error bars, does not leave room for significant dark neutron decay. Moreover, the
energy distribution of the protons was also obtained (see Fig. 31). The narrow shape of the distribution suggests that the
decay proceeds through a resonance in 11B with a width of around Γ = 12(5) keV and an energy of E = 11.425(20) MeV,
right above the proton emission threshold. The theoretical calculations presented in [132] also support the idea of a
sequential process rather than a phase-space decay. The idea of resonances located right above the particle emission
threshold is widely accepted. One of the better known cases is the emission of α clusters around the energy threshold, the
2C Hoyle state being the most famous (see also Section 5). Theoretical calculations based on the shell model embedded
n the continuum (SMEC) favors the existence of a Jπ = 1/2+ resonant state in 11B that can be understood as a core-
coupled proton state in the 10Be+p system, completely orthogonal to 7Li+α [159]. The result of other similar experiments
performed with GADGET [15] and with the OTPC [160] will be key to shed light on the nature of this exotic decay.

6.3. Two-proton radioactivity

When the separation energy of two protons becomes negative, they can be emitted spontaneously from the ground
state. The discovery of two-proton radioactivity is rather recent, and dates back to 2000. Two experiments performed
almost simultaneously at GANIL [161] and GSI [162] reported the first observation of two-proton radioactivity from the
ground state of 45Fe. The very few counts measured in both experiments still allowed for the extraction of an energy
spectrum that featured a prominent peak at around 1.1 MeV. The results were later confirmed by another experiment
performed at GANIL [163].

As discussed in the introduction of this section, one of the most fundamental questions in two-proton radioactivity is
whether the emitted protons are correlated or they follow a pure phase space decay. Such correlations can be inferred from
the opening angle distribution of both protons [164]. Phase-space decay features an isotropic angular distribution with
energies from zero to the total decay energy. When assuming three-body models [165–167], the angular distribution is
characterized by a double humped distribution that depends on the initial wave function. The 2He case, if it exists, would
be characterized by a sharp distribution centered around 30◦. TPCs were introduced to shed light on the radioactivity
mechanism and on possible correlations. One of the pioneering proton radioactivity experiments with TPCs [168] was
performed with the CENBG device [10]. Due to the large production rates and previous results, 45Fe was selected for the
study of two-proton radioactivity with TPCs. This experiment allowed for the first direct observation of both proton tracks
simultaneously yielding an energy spectrum in very good agreement with the previous experiments. Seven events were
unambiguously identified as two-proton radioactivity and the deduced branching ratio and half life of 0.78 and 3.6 ms,
respectively, were found to be in good agreement with previous experiments [139]. The tracking capabilities of the TPC
also enabled the reconstruction of the emission angles. As shown in the panel a of Fig. 32 where the energy correlation
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Fig. 32. Energy (panel a) and angular (panel b) correlations between both proton emitted from 45Fe.
Source: From [139].

Fig. 33. Angular correlation between both proton emitted from 45Fe.
Source: From [169].

etween two protons is shown, the energy is equally shared between them to favor the penetration through the barrier.
oreover, only three-body theoretical models (Sl2M model) describing the emission as a dynamic interplay between
ore-proton and proton–proton, as explained in the introduction of this section are suitable. The low statistics obtained
n this experiment only allowed to extract a very preliminary conclusion about the configuration within the f − p shell
model proposed by Grigorenko et al. [165–167]. However, another experiment performed with the OTPC, where larger
statistics were obtained [169], unveiled that the 45Fe ground state is characterized by strong p2 and f 2 configurations
by comparing the angular correlation between both emitted protons with the f − p shell model (see Fig. 33). Also, the
possibility of 2He emission was ruled out.

Similar results were obtained in the study of the two-proton radioactivity of 54Zn using the CENGB TPC [170] where a
p2 contribution of around 30% was found, with a probability of 0.99. The most recent study of two-proton radioactivity
with a TPC dates from 2014 with the observation of this decay in 48Ni using the OTPC [144]. With only six events detected,
the half-life and the branching ratio were determined (2.1+1.4

−0.6 ms and 0.7 ± 0.2, respectively). Also, the authors used the
Jacobi coordinate system two infer energy and angular correlations. The energy fraction (ϵ) and the cosine of the angle
between Jacobi momenta were compared to a model assuming both valence protons to be in a configuration with a
mixture of p2 and f 2, as done for the 45Fe case. An f 2 configuration in the initial wave function was deduced for the few
events studied in this work. The low statistics collected in this experiment leave the door open to future experiments
when a more intense radioactive 48Ni beam becomes available.
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The quest for two-proton emitters is very active, 67Kr being the most recent discovery [171], although no TPCs were
sed and therefore, angular and energy correlations could not be determined. Clearly, the compelling capabilities that
PCs provide makes them instrumental in the study of the two-proton radioactivity phenomena.

.4. Summary and outlook

Time Projection Chambers were introduced for the study of two-proton radioactivity and rapidly became a powerful
ool to perform experiments where radioactive nuclei emit one of more charged particles after undergoing decay. The use
f TPCs for β-delayed charged particle emission studies enabled the detection of very low kinetic energy particles which
llowed to complete and improve previous studies. Similarly, in the two-proton radioactivity domain, the study of energy
nd angle correlations, which yield relevant information about the mechanism and nature of the process, are possible due
o the tracking capabilities of TPCs.

Such studies will benefit from the current improvements being implemented in some of the TPCs devoted to low-
nergy nuclear physics. TPCs such as the AT-TPC [4] or SpecMAT [5] are placed inside a magnetic field that enable the
easurement of the particle rigidity and vastly extend the energy dynamic range. These two features facilitate particle

dentification and enable the measurement of several decay channels with very different energy at the same time. Other
ystems like GADGET [15] or TexAT [8] are combined with gamma detectors that are needed to study the competition
etween gamma and charged particle emission.
All the studies presented in this section were performed by producing the ion of interest by fragmentation or ISOL

echniques, which, in most of the cases, limited the study to the ground state of the decaying system or in lower decaying
tates. TPCs in active target mode offer an alternative method capable of providing new observables. The nucleus of
nterest can be produced by resonant scattering with excitation energies well above the resonance. In this scenario,
n enhancement of emission probability due to clustering can be expected. This technique would allow to study the
ompetition between sequential and simultaneous two-proton emission within the full excitation function covered inside
he detector.

. Fission and fusion reactions

.1. Fission

Nuclear fission, discovered in 1938 [172], provides a tool to study the nuclear potential energy and its evolution.
ission is a field that involves a unique combination of macroscopic and microscopic effects. The macroscopic effects
re illustrated by the liquid drop model that predicts the onset of fission where the Coulomb forces lead first to strong
eformation and then to fission. However, by adding microscopic corrections one is able to reproduce properties such
s fission isomers [173]. The detailed study of the fission process has provided evidence of the influence of properties
ike nuclear elongation, mass asymmetry, spin and excitation energy [174]. Fission is a type of nuclear decay in which
he nucleus splits into fragments releasing energy. In such transition the nucleus forms a single compound nucleus that
vercomes a fission barrier and reaches the scission point generating the fission fragments. In this transition an interplay
f macroscopic and microscopic effects in the initial and final states has to be considered. Also dynamical effects should
lay an important role to explain various aspects of fission.
The study of fission cross sections, especially in short lived nuclei, gives a fundamental input information for modeling

tellar element nucleosynthesis via the r and s processes, as well as in the design of advanced nuclear reactors,
ransmutation of nuclear waste or innovative fuel cycles like the Th/U cycle [175]. In the past decades, the advances in
are-isotope production, detection techniques as well as theoretical advances together with computing power have driven
arge improvements in the knowledge of nuclear fission. When induced and spontaneous fission were first discovered,
he only way to study them experimentally was in direct kinematics, where a stable or very long lived light projectile
mpinges a heavy target to induce fission. With the new rare isotope accelerators available nowadays, inverse kinematics
ecomes a new possibility that revolutionizes the field, increasing substantially the extension of fission knowledge over
he nuclear chart [176].

One of the main observables needed to clarify the topic are the fission fragment mass distributions. Capture reactions
f charged particles or neutrons can be used to populate low excited compound nuclei for fission studies. The lowest
ossible energy corresponds to spontaneous fission starting from a ground state such as in 252Cf for instance.
However, even with the new data obtained with rare isotopes, accurate fission models are still mostly phenomeno-

ogical, lacking a strong prediction power. For this reason, one of the present main goals of this field is to improve the
redictive power of fission models. Unfortunately, many of the nuclei of interest are short-lived and difficult to study in
he laboratory. Fig. 34 shows a sample of nuclei of interest from Z=85 to Z=92 and neutron number ranging 118 to 142. For
xample within the isotopic chain Z=90 with neutron numbers ranging from N=127 to N=139, only N=139 has a half life
onger than 2 years. Neutron induced fission cross sections [178] are needed for reliable evaluation of the r-process path.
possibility to study these cross sections when direct measurements are not available is provided by surrogate-reaction

tudies [179] like nucleon-transfer reactions.
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Fig. 34. Measured fission-fragment nuclear-charge distributions in the range Z = 24 to Z = 65 from Ac to U (upper part) and from At to Th
(lower part) in electromagnetic-induced fission are shown on a chart of the nuclides. The dashed line in the upper part indicates the transition from
symmetric to asymmetric fission. Nuclei on the right-hand side of this line were expected to predominantly show asymmetric fission, while nuclei
on the left-hand side were expected to show symmetric fission with higher probability.
Source: From [177].

GSI (Germany) pioneered these studies in the 2000s with the fission of relativistic radioactive beams in inverse
kinematics induced by Coulomb excitation. In those experiments systematic fission studies of several dozens of nuclei in
the neutron-deficient Actinide-U region were performed, including recent campaigns with SOFIA [177]. An example can
be seen in Fig. 34 where fission fragments with charges from Z=24 to Z=65 were measured. The SOFIA experiment [12]
took place at GSI where the heavy-ion accelerator can provide and unambiguously identify secondary actinide beams at
relativistic energies up to neptunium isotopes. Actinides are identified event-by-event thanks to a Triple-MUSIC (MUltiple
Sample Ionization Chamber) to get not only the ∆E measurement from the energy loss collected on the anode plane,
but also the horizontal angle from the electron drift times in a time-projection-chamber manner. Depending on the
nuclear charge of the target and on the impact parameter, different reaction channels are opened: nuclear reactions (for
small impact parameters) and Coulomb excitation (for high-Z targets and large impact parameters). Coulomb excitation
populates the giant dipole resonance (GDR) with an excitation energy around 12 MeV. The excited compound nucleus
may decay via fission. To maximize this low-energy fission induced by Coulomb excitation, high-Z targets are used. Two
uranium targets and one lead target are mounted in an active target as cathode.

It is also possible to produce neutron-rich heavy fissionable nuclei with multi-nucleon transfer reactions [180]. These
nuclei cannot be accessed via particle capture or heavy-ion fusion because these reactions induce fission. In addition,
excited states of the compound nucleus populated in multi-nucleon transfer range widely from below the fission barrier
to higher energies, providing a perfect tool to measure the excitation energy dependence of the fission fragment yields.
Multi-nucleon transfer reactions can also be used as a surrogate reaction technique to determine neutron-induced fission
cross sections [181].

The Neutron Induced Fission Fragment Tracking Experiment (NIFFTE) collaboration designed a TPC (fissionTPC) based
on micromegas technology to study fission [13]. The main goal is to study uncertainties of previous measurements, in
particular the implications of α and fission fragment identification, target and beam non-uniformity and the cross section
uncertainty of the reference in ratio measurements [182]. The use of this detector is limited to isotopes where macroscopic
quantities are available. For much lower quantities only reactions in inverse kinematics can provide access to quantitative
information.

In most transfer-induced fission experiments very light projectiles have been traditionally used [183], restricting the
transfer to a few nucleons. The lack of available targets is a second limitation to the systems that can be studied. Because
of that, inverse kinematics can be used, broadening the variety of systems by turning the target into a projectile. A big
advantage of the use of inverse kinematics, besides the fact that a very short-lived nucleus can be used, is the high
kinetic energy in the laboratory system of the fission fragments, giving access to much higher resolution for fragment
identification, which is impossible in normal kinematics. One of the first fission reactions measured in inverse kinematics
is the study of a 238U beam on a 12C target with the active target MAYA in GANIL [184]. This experiment produced a wide
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ariety of neutron-rich fissioning systems bringing new observables as compared to the surrogate reaction study, due to
he kinematic boost of the fission fragments. In order to apply the data obtained via transfer reactions to neutron-induced
ission, a full understanding of the properties of the compound nucleus is needed.

In general the excitation energy distributions and the fission probabilities of the fission products from the transfer
eaction are measured, but in order to fully understand the reaction mechanism, the evolution with incident energy needs
o be investigated. In a solid target experiment, this requires different beam energies. This is not a problem with stable
eams, but it becomes a major challenge for radioactive beam experiments.
Active targets allow not only for an increase in the target thickness by one order of magnitude, with respect to solid

arget experiments, but also to explore the evolution of the transfer mechanism with incident energy, without the need to
odify the energy of the incident beam. With these detectors, the two fission fragments can be simultaneously detected,
nd a three-dimensional view of the process can be obtained on an event-by-event basis.
Typical active targets like the AT-TPC [4] and ACTAR [184] can reconstruct the reaction vertex with a resolution of

everal millimeters, and provide either high sensitivity or a large number of measurements of the cross section from a
ingle beam energy. For instance, even with radioactive beam intensities as low as 100 particles per second, a particular
arget-beam combination that may reduce the fission barrier by about 20% would increase the fission cross section by 2
rders of magnitude and could still be measured. A numerical example can be found in Ref. [185]. The use of active targets
rovides the needed sensitivity, allowing to resolve the long-standing question concerning the observed fission barriers
f proton-rich nuclei by way of their direct measurement. The fission rates will determine how detailed the investigations
f low energy fission can be. Understandably, lower values of observed fission barrier heights will be favorable, which
ppears quite likely for neutron-deficient nuclei in the region around shell closures Z = 82 and N = 126.

.2. Fusion

The study of fusion reactions with radioactive ion beams at energies near the Coulomb barrier has resulted in the
iscovery of a variety of interesting effects. Fusion reactions are strongly influenced by coupled channel effects in the
ntrance channel. For example, the total fusion cross sections for exotic "neutron halo‘‘ nuclei such as 6He typically show
suppression at energies above the Coulomb barrier, with a slight enhancement at sub-barrier energies, when compared
ith no-coupling one-dimensional barrier penetration models. It appears that these effects result from couplings to
he neutron-transfer and breakup channels [186]. Coupled channel effects may have a strong influence on sub-barrier
usion, often related to neutron transfer channels with positive Q values [187,188]. Incomplete fusion is a heavy-ion
nduced reaction at low incident energies in which only a part of the projectile fuses with the target nucleus and forms
n incompletely-fused composite system. At energies near and above the Coulomb barrier, in general, the interactions
etween two heavy ions are mainly dominated by fusion of the entire projectile with the target nucleus, termed as
omplete fusion (CF). However, a substantial fraction of incomplete fusion (ICF) has also been observed at low incident
rojectile energies [189,190].
To date, however, these studies have concentrated on relatively light nuclei such as 6He, 8He [191], and 11Li [192] due

to the limited availability of heavier projectiles near the neutron or proton drip-lines at Coulomb-barrier energies. The new
generation of radioactive ion beam facilities, such as FAIR/GSI (Germany), GANIL (France), RIBF (Japan) and FRIB (USA),
will provide a much wider spectrum of projectiles to choose from. Nevertheless, since the most proton and neutron-rich
nuclei will often be produced at low intensities, and beam-time allocations at these facilities will be very competitive, it is
imperative to develop highly efficient methods to study nuclear reaction mechanisms using these exotic beams. The use
of active targets in this domain has a number of important advantages for working with low-intensity beams, including
very high efficiency for detecting reaction products and measuring their angular distributions with virtually 4π solid-
angle coverage, much larger available target thickness (since the reaction vertex can be directly imaged), and the ability to
measure an excitation function as the projectile slows down in the target gas. Solid targets may also be used by mounting
themwithin the gas volume. A pioneering experiment has been successfully run using the pAT-TPC with a 10Be beam [193].
Although it is radioactive, 10Be is strongly bound therefore its fusion excitation function closely follows expectations for
stable nuclei. The excitation function for the fusion of 10Be with 40Ar was measured in this experiment [193]. The results
are shown in Fig. 35. In following developments, THGEM technology [194] was introduced as electron pre-amplifier in
order to avoid working with a quencher gas, that introduces undesired target contamination.

7.3. Summary and outlook

Although much work has been done in the past two decades to advance the understanding of fusion and fission
processes, the field is actively growing, with many research groups still focusing on this topic. Although stable isotopes
are still a main source of information to fully comprehend the big picture, radioactive beams combined with inverse
kinematics can also play a major role, providing a bigger landscape of nuclei to study. With radioactive beams, a very
effective way to measure in inverse kinematics and at the same time obtain the energy dependence of the excitation
energy is to use active targets. Several experiments have pioneered the field using MAYA and the AT-TPC, and more are
proposed with these and other detectors such as ACTAR. The pilot experiments show very promising results, opening the
door for active targets to become a key ingredient in studying specific properties of fusion and fission at the borders of
nuclear stability.
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Fig. 35. Experimental total fusion cross section (triangles), fusion with neutron emission (dots), and fusion with emission of charged particles(squares).
The curves are calculations using the PACE4 code. The total fusion cross section and prediction have been multiplied by a factor of three, and the
charged-particle associated cross section and prediction have been divided by a factor of five, in order to sufficiently separate the data sets on this
plot.
Source: From [193].

8. Nuclear astrophysics

Dependable prediction of nucleosynthesis yields and other astrophysical observables require stringently constrained
nuclear input data. Out of various nuclear physics inputs, nuclear reactions play a vital role, especially capture reactions, for
example (n, γ ) and (p, γ ) in r-process and in rp-process, respectively, and also in quiescent burning. In many astrophysical
environments, the α-particle induced reactions, which includes (α, γ ), (α,p) and (α,n) type reactions, play a pivotal role.
Out of these α-particle induced reactions, (α, γ ) reactions drive the nucleosynthesis and energy generation in quiescent
burning, e.g. 12C(α, γ )16O. Due to the lower temperatures in the quiescent burning environments, precise measurements of
these reactions are required at very small center-of-mass energies. Many important reaction rates remain uncertain in the
Gamow window of relevant energies, even after decades of experimental efforts. On the explosive nucleosynthesis side,
the αp-process is thought to occur in type-I X-ray bursts (XRBs). This reaction sequence has been shown to directly impact
the XRB light curves, a direct observable [195,196]. Two main (α,n) reactions, i.e. 13C(α,n)16O and 22Ne(α,n)25Mg, are the
main sources of neutrons in the slow neutron-capture process called s-process. Many (α,n) reactions have been found
to be relevant for nucleosynthesis of light nuclei in the r-process in neutrino driven winds [197]. Both (α,p) reactions in
XRBs and (α,n) reactions in neutrino-driven winds proceed through a region of β-unstable nuclei located on the proton-
rich and neutron-rich sides of the valley of stability. These reactions therefore require experiments with radioactive ion
beams performed in inverse kinematics. Rates for the types of reactions discussed here remained uncertain till now due
to limited luminosities that are achievable at low center-of-mass energies, or due to the challenging production of high
intensity radioactive ion beams. Use of active targets provides a much-needed increase in luminosity which enables direct
and/or time-reverse measurement of capture reactions with stable beams and direct measurement of (α,p), (α,n) reactions.
Thanks to the versatile possible use of time projection chambers from transfer reactions to decay experiments, they also
create opportunities to constrain the reaction rates via indirect measurements. In this section, we discuss the current
and future prospects of different types of measurements with active-target time projection chambers. The goals of the
main methods discussed here are to constrain the nuclear physics inputs, including direct measurements, time-reversed
(e.g. photo-dissociation) measurements for capture reactions on stable isotopes, and indirect measurements including
transfer reactions as well as β-delayed particle emission experiments.

8.1. Time-reverse measurement of capture reactions with high intensity γ -ray beams

The radiative capture of hydrogen or helium (i.e. (p, γ ) or (α, γ )reactions) on light nuclei such as carbon, nitrogen,
and oxygen are some of the most important processes in stellar nucleosynthesis, especially in the quiescent stellar
burning process [198]. These capture reactions have been studied for years in both normal and inverse kinematics. Due
to extremely small cross-sections (in the picobarn region), these reaction rates remain uncertain in the Gamow window.
It was discussed in recent works that if the reaction products in capture reactions are stable, a considerable improvement
in the luminosity can be achieved by measuring the time-reversed reactions, i.e. (γ ,p) or (γ , α) [199]. The expected
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Fig. 36. An α + 12C track recorded by the CCD camera from the dissociation of 16O by 9.77 MeV gamma-rays (left panel). Right panel shows the
longitudinal projection of the same track. This figure demonstrates that the 12C track (along with the α-particle track) is visible even though the
2C recoil energy is very small.
ource: Adapted from [201].

mprovement in count rate comes from the reciprocity theorem for nuclear reactions [200]. The two cross sections are
elated to each other by the following expression (DiGiovine et al. [199])

σ (γ , α)
σ (α, γ )

=
ωα,γ κ2

α,γ

ωγ ,αk2γ ,α

(15)

where kα,γ and kγ ,α are the wave-numbers for capture and photo-disintegration channels, respectively, and ω(α,γ ) and
(γ ,α) are the associated spin multiplicity factors. This ratio can provide up to two orders of magnitude enhancement.
oreover, active targets provide thick gas targets which can further enhance the luminosity by a factor of 10 to 100.
herefore, active targets and high intensity γ -ray beams can help constrain the capture cross-sections at very small center-
f-mass energies. These small center-of-mass energies are typical for quiescent burning where temperatures are lower
ompared to explosive nucleosynthesis sites.

12C(α, γ )16O during the helium-burning phase is a key reaction in deciding the ratio of carbon-to-oxygen in stars [198].
t has been shown that the measurement of this reaction rate with an accuracy of better than 10% is required in the Gamow
indow (∼300 keV) [198]. In this context, the optical readout time projection chamber (O-TPC) has been commissioned
ith intense ∼9.5 MeV γ -ray beams from the HIγ S facility at Duke University [201]. For the test run, experimenters
sed an O-TPC detector operating with a CO2(80%) + N2(20%) gas mixture at 100 Torr. The in-beam tests were performed
ith linearly polarized gamma-ray beams (4.5 × 107 γ /s) and circularly polarized γ -rays beam (1.3 × 108 γ /s) on the
arget. Fig. 36 illustrates an example event that shows the two-dimensional projection of 12C and alpha tracks from the
hoto-dissociation of 16O recorded with a CCD camera and signals from photo-multiplier tubes (PMTs). The measured
E/dx along the track (together with the track length) and the line shape of the light signal allowed for the separation of
2C and α. This test measurement opened up possibilities to perform photo-dissociation studies on stable targets in order
o constrain the astrophysical reaction rates at very low center-of-mass energies with the O-TPC and other TPCs being
un in active mode. Moreover, the choice of gas as a target can be significantly improved in order to reduce background
eactions. For example, the systematic study of M-THGEM in pure CO2 showed a workable avalanche gain can be achieved
p to 150 Torr [202].

.2. Direct measurement of (α,p), (p, α) and (α,n) reactions for explosive nucleosynthesis

Type-I X-ray bursts are powered by nuclear reaction sequences that include the triple-α process, the αp process and rp
rocess [195,203,204]. Once the temperature reaches ∼5 × 108 K, a breakout from the hot CNO cycles via 15O(p, γ ) and
ia 18Ne(α,p) becomes efficient, which opens the door for two long reaction chains. One of these chains is the αp process.
ates in the αp process become particularly important when destruction via (α,p) reactions are competitive with the (p,
) reactions. Such points in the nuclear flow are called branching points. It has been shown in various sensitivity studies
hat X-ray burst light curves, a main focus of astronomical observations of XRBs, are sensitive to various (α,p) reactions

22 25
.g. Mg(α,p) Al [196,205,206].
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On the other hand, (p, α) reactions become important when the α emission threshold is lower than the proton emission
threshold, which leads to competition between (p, γ ) and (p, α) reactions [207]. These situations lead to NiCu and ZnGa
cycles in type-I X-ray bursts. The majority of (α,p) and (p, α) reactions relevant for X-ray bursts lack experimental
constraints beyond some nuclear structure details. Therefore, direct measurement of these reaction rates will provide
the required nuclear input in order to constrain X-ray burst light curves as well as the composition of burst ashes.

Active targets and time projection chambers are an ideal tool to perform such measurements. The use of pure gases,
such as H2 and He, as target provides relatively background free spectra for (p, α) and (α,p) reactions. The emission of
charged particles in the outgoing channel helps to track all the reaction products or/and get energy loss information for
particle identification. The beam tracking along with tracks of reaction products provide a complete reconstruction of
kinematic variables and full excitation function with single beam energy. Here we discuss the example measurement of
(α,p) and (α,n) reactions with various active targets in the recent years.

8.2.1. Direct measurement of (α,n) and (α,p) reactions with Multi-Sampling Ionization Chamber
The Multi-Sampling Ionization Chamber (MUSIC) at the Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) is an active target system

with 18 anode strips allowing the measurement of an excitation function covering a large energy range. The MUSIC
distinguishes heavier reaction products as well as beam particles using energy loss information. For details about the
MUSIC detector and analysis techniques, refer to [14]. In order to demonstrate the working operation, quality direct
measurements of the previously measured reaction 17O(α,n)20Ne were performed with the MUSIC detector at Argonne
National Laboratory. The main advantage of the MUSIC detector is that it provides nearly 100% detection efficiency of the
reaction products. MUSIC successfully identifies reaction products differing by one atomic number, i.e. ∆Z=1. Energy loss
signals measured in the strips of the MUSIC detector for different channels in the 17O+α reaction are displayed in Fig. 37
which shows a clear identification of various reaction products from the beam signal. Recent (α,p) and (α,n) measurements
with the MUSIC detector were aimed at constraining the nuclear physics input for reliable predictions of 26Al production in
the Galaxy. 26Al serves as a trace for ongoing nucleosynthesis in our Galaxy as it emits a 1.809 MeV γ -ray line associated
with its radioactive decay. A reaction-rate sensitivity study identified 23Na(α,p)26Mg and 26Al(n, α)23Na as important
reactions in massive stars (M > 8M⊙), the most likely production sites of 26Al. 23Na(α,p)26Mg and 23Na(α,n)26Al (time-
reversed 26Al(n, α)32Na) were simultaneously measured with the MUSIC detector using a 23Na beam and a detector filled
with helium gas [208]. This recent measurement by Avila et al. [208] using the MUSIC detector confirmed the previous
results of reference [209] and helped to resolve the discrepancy at higher energies. These measurements open up a
window for future measurements of (α,n) and (α,p) measurements with radioactive ion beams which are currently being
planned.

8.2.2. Direct measurement of (α,p) reactions with AT-TPC
In recent years, advances in XRB observations and modeling opened a new window to constrain the mass–radius

relation of the neutron star through model-observation comparisons [210]. As described earlier, XRB light curves are
powered by nuclear reactions and XRB models are sensitive to the various nuclear physics inputs (e.g. nuclear reaction
rates). Therefore, reliable nuclear physics data is needed to validate the assumptions of the astrophysical models through
model-observation comparison and extract the neutron star compactness.

22Mg(α,p)25Al is one of the most important reactions for XRBs which directly impacts the XRB light curves and
hence hinders extraction of the neutron star compactness through model-observation comparison. Current experimental
information on this reaction rate comes from the indirect measurement 28Si(p,t)26Si through which resonances in the
compound nucleus 26Si were explored [211]. This experimentally constrained reaction rate is more than a factor of 100
lower than the Hauser–Feshbach (HF) based model predictions in the relevant XRB temperature range above 0.7 GK. These
two rates lead to very different results when used in XRB model calculations. Therefore it is important to directly measure
this reaction cross section to reduce this very large uncertainty. Recently, this reaction has been measured with the AT-TPC
at the ReA3 facility, NSCL [212]. A re-accelerated 22Mg beam at 5 MeV/u was delivered to the AT-TPC which was filled
with 600 Torr of He:CO2(95:5). At this pressure, the beam completely stops inside the active volume and hence allows
measurement of the complete excitation function with a single incoming beam energy. Fig. 38 shows an example beam
event, where the charge deposition along the beam axis in the AT-TPC is shown. Fig. 39 shows an example event where
a two-dimensional projection of the proton track on the pad-plane is shown. This new measurement by Randhawa et al.
[212] reports factor of 8 lower reaction rate compared to HF based model predictions and more than a factor of 100 higher
reaction rate compared to previous lower limit based on Matic et al. [211]. With the current measurement the reaction
rate in the Gamow window for XRBs is determined experimentally for the first time, and its uncertainty is dramatically
reduced.

Another important reaction for type-I X-ray bursts is 17F(α,p)20Ne which directly impacts the light curve in XRB
models [196]. This reaction affects nuclear burning in between the bursts and in the shallower depths of accreting neutron
stars. This reaction has been recently measured with the MUSIC detector at Argonne National Laboratory [213]. Direct
measurement of this reaction is particularly difficult due to a combination of positive Q-value (4.12 MeV) and low alpha-
emission threshold in 20Ne (Ex=4.73 MeV) [214]. In order to measure the branching ratio of 17F(α,pγ )20Ne or 20Ne(g.s.) to
17F(α,p)20Ne∗

→
16O+α, one needs to observe the decay of the 20Ne along with the emitted proton, i.e. three-particle from

17 20
same reaction vertex. The tracking ability of TPCs provide the required capabilities to study this reaction. F(α,p) Ne
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Fig. 37. Energy-loss signals measured in the MUSIC detector [14]. Distinction between the beam particle (17O), scattered 17O and reaction product
0Ne can be clearly seen.

Fig. 38. An example event showing the charge deposition of beam along the beam axis of the AT-TPC.

as been recently measured with the pAT-TPC at the Twinsol facility, University of Notre Dame. For more information
n Twinsol see [215]. The main progress in this experiment was the use of pure helium gas as a target and tracking
edium. The use of pure helium was facilitated by the use of Multi-layer Thick Gas Electron Multipliers (M-THGEMs),
hich performs electron pre-amplification before the final stage avalanche in the micromegas and hence provides higher
ain [216].

.3. Beta-delayed proton emission to constrain reaction rates

Beta-delayed proton emission occurs when an unstable nucleus undergoes β-decay to a proton-unbound state, which
promptly emits a proton. This phenomenon has been used to constrain astrophysical reaction rates. In these studies,
the β-delayed proton emission feeds resonant states for which γ -decay and particle-decay branching is studied. The
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h

Fig. 39. The left panel shows the projection of a proton track on the pad plane where blue dots are data points and red indicates the data points
chosen for RANSAC analysis. The right panel shows the arc length of each hit pattern point as a function of the z-coordinate.

observations provide the information on resonance strengths as well as resonance energies and help to constrain capture
reaction rates e.g. (p, γ ) or (α, γ ). A classic example is the population of the 4.03 MeV state in 19Ne via β-delayed proton
emission of 20Mg. This is the single most important resonance which dictates the 15O(α, γ )19Ne reaction rate [217]. In
the absence of a direct measurement, indirect measurements focus on constraining the resonance strength which can be
written as:

ωγ =
2h̄
τ

Γα

Γ
(1 −

Γα

Γ
) (16)

where τ is the level lifetime and Γα/Γ is the small α-particle branching ratio. The resonance strength remains uncertain as
there is only an upper limit of 6 × 10−4 [218]. Recently, a first experimental evidence for the population of the 4.03 MeV
state of 19Ne via 20Mg β-delayed proton emission was found [219]. In a relatively similar, but quite exotic phenomenon,
β-delayed proton emission in 11Be (a neutron-rich nucleus) has been observed using pAT-TPC [132]. Very low energy
protons ∼ 200 keV were detected with a low branching ratio ∼10−5 (see Section 6.2 and Fig. 31). This recent experiment
demonstrates the effectiveness of TPCs to measure β-delayed proton emission and will open up the possibilities to
indirectly constrain the reaction rates using such measurements.

The GAseous Detector with GErmanium Tagging (GADGET), a detector dedicated to such studies, has been commis-
sioned at NSCL [15]. Using GADGET, β-delayed proton emission from 23Al has been recently measured to constrain the
22Na(p, γ )23Mg reaction rate [220]. 22Na, predicted to be produced in classical novae, is a major gamma emitter and
ence a target for astronomy searches. The yield of 22Na is sensitive to it is destruction through 22Na(p, γ )23Mg and this

reaction rate is dominated by a single resonance at the center-of-mass energy of 204 keV [221]. Two direct measurements
of resonance strength for this resonance differs by more than a factor of 3, leading to factor of 2 variation in 22Na yield in
Novae [221,222]. The combination of measurements of the proton branching ratio of the resonance with its lifetime and
spin also provides the resonance strength. Therefore, β-delayed proton decay in 23Al has been previously studied using
solid implantation detectors to constrain the resonance strength [223]. A new measurement with GADGET indicates that
the resonance strength is a factor of 7 to 22 lower than the previous measurements. This large change was attributed to
an overwhelming β-background in previous measurement(s) where the final spectrum relies heavily on the background
model. GADGET provides substantial β-background suppression compared to solid implantation detectors as shown in
Fig. 40. This new measurement will have serious implications for the destruction of 22Na and hence the prospects for
γ -ray detection from novae with space telescopes will be different.

8.4. Summary and outlook

Capture reactions are among the most dominant in a variety of astrophysical environments, from quiescent burning to
explosive burning. Time-reverse measurements of capture reactions provide an advantage as the factor obtained from
the reciprocity theorem provides a considerable improvement in the luminosity. These types of measurements need
high intensity γ -ray beams impinging on stable targets. The major challenge is that reaction products in photo-induced
reactions can have very low energy. The tracking capabilities of time projection chambers provide the required sensitivity
to detect very low energy reaction products and hence make these detectors suitable for such measurements. In novae
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Fig. 40. An example proton spectrum using GADGET. The 204 keV proton peak is visible above background in both spectra. [220].

nd X-ray bursts, (p, α) and (α,p) reactions are crucial for both energy generation and nucleosynthesis. Since the beam
lows down as it goes through the target, active-target time projection chambers provide a full excitation function from
single beam energy. The use of pure gases (e.g. hydrogen and helium) helps in obtaining relatively background-free
pectrum. Beta-delayed particle emission experiments using time projection chambers are pushing the sensitivity limits
o very low branching ratios and low energies.

. Direct reactions at higher energy

This last section departs from the preceding ones that regroup applications of active targets by physics theme. Here
e cover various experimental ideas that could not fit in the previous sections, but are nonetheless worthy of being
entioned here, particularly because they make use of radioactive beams that are produced at high energy from projectile

ragmentation. Although most applications of active-target time projection chambers in nuclear physics are concentrated
n processes that involve beam energies close or slightly above the Coulomb barrier, some reactions conducted at much
igher energies can in some cases take advantage of the benefits they offer. Some examples of such inverse kinematics
eactions are given below, where the detection of the low energy recoil particle is paramount to the objectives of the
xperiment. In these examples, it is assumed that the high energy residue is able to escape the active volume, and can be
ubsequently collected and characterized by an additional detector such as a silicon telescope or magnetic spectrometer.

.1. Charge-exchange reaction (d, 2He)

Charge-exchange reactions have been used extensively to probe the Gamow–Teller strength in nuclei. Unlike β-decay,
hey offer the advantage of not being limited by the Q-value, and allow the exploration of GT strength at much higher
nergies. The relationship between the charge-exchange cross section at low momentum transfer and the GT strength has
een well established [224], and is used in numerous nuclear structure and nuclear astrophysics applications. However,
erforming this type of reaction on radioactive beams in inverse kinematics is still a major experimental challenge.
lthough it has been performed in the β− (or pn) direction using for instance cryogenic proton targets with some success
see for instance [225], it remains very difficult in the opposite β+ (or np) direction due to the lack of neutron targets.
ome attempts using complex nuclei such as in the (7Li, 7Be) reaction have had some success [226,227], but are limited
o high intensity beams due to the required small target thickness and the need for γ -ray detection. The closest to a
neutron target is deuterium, however the recoil from the charge-exchange reaction is 2He, which is unbound and quickly
decays into 2 protons. Nevertheless, the (d, 2He) reaction is well established as a tool to extract GT strength in direct
inematics [228,229].
Because this reaction has to be performed at low momentum transfer, the energy of the emerging 2He is very low

(below a fewMeV), before it breaks up into the 2 protons. For this reason, the use of an active target is a promising prospect
since the two low energy protons can emerge from the beam region and be efficiently detected within the deuterium gas
volume. The difficulty remains to extract the small charge-exchange cross section from other larger channels such as
(d,d’) or (d,p) for instance. For this particular reaction, the back-to-back emission of two protons in the rest frame of the
2He particle, combined with the detection of the heavy residue of the projectile should provide a good criteria to select
the charge-exchange events. Finally, the measurement of small cross sections such as the charge-exchange (on the order
of a few mb/sr) requires higher beam intensities that will induce large amount of pile-up and saturation in the beam
region of the active target. Several methods are available to avoid possible distortion of the electron drift field, including
suppressing or even removing the electron amplification device part corresponding to the beam region. In an axial device
such as the AT-TPC for instance, this can be realized by manufacturing a pad plane with a hole in its center that lets the

high energy beam residues escape the active volume to be collected by another detector or a spectrometer.
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9.2. Proton scattering

Nuclear matter radii can be efficiently probed via proton scattering at energies well above the Fermi level [230]. These
reactions can probe the one-particle density and nucleon–nucleon potential inside nuclei via the analysis of differential
cross sections as a function of momentum transfer. These parameters are directly related to the matter distributions in
the nucleus, from which new phenomena such as the formation of haloes or neutron skins can be inferred. This type of
reaction has seen a revival since the discovery of the halo phenomenon, but like other reactions covered in this review
they have to be performed in inverse kinematics, which requires novel experimental techniques.

Many high energy proton scattering experiments performed in inverse kinematics take advantage of the large
momentum of the incoming beam to boost the luminosity by using thick targets. The most recent results employ a liquid
hydrogen target placed inside a γ -ray tracking detector array (see for instance [231] and references therein). However,
this technique relies on the detection of γ -rays with their associated low efficiency, since the low energy recoil proton
does not have enough energy to escape the target material.

The IKAR active-target detector [16] was specially developed to detect these low energy recoil protons while providing
a thick proton target to keep the large luminosity. Filled with 10 bar of hydrogen gas, this original design is able to produce
results with beam intensities as low as 6 kHz. Recent results obtained with a 12Be beam [232] illustrate the use of this
active target with quasi-free scattering reactions such as 12Be(p,pn) as well.

An alternate method to perform this type of measurement was conducted via the use of a gas target inside a
ring [233]. By taking advantage of recirculating the radioactive beam, the luminosity can be boosted by several orders
of magnitudes. The experimental challenges associated with this method include the handling of a gas target in a high
vacuum environment, the preservation of the beam emittance and the beam intensities necessary to achieve sufficient
statistics. For instance, the pioneering experiment on 56Ni(p,p) [233] used 3 × 106 particles per second, about 3 orders
of magnitude larger than required for an active target. A large portion of the luminosity loss compared to active targets
is due to the limited solid angle coverage that can be achieved.

9.3. Giant resonances

Giant resonances are highly collective excitations of nuclei where a large number of nucleons contribute coherently
to an oscillatory motion. They are manifested as large maximums in the cross sections at excitation energies that are
typically high above particle-emission thresholds and can be excited by collision with fast charged particles from 50
MeV/u to hundreds of MeV/u or even GeV/u. The giant resonances are typically decomposed using a multipole expansion
and each multipole can give unique information on nuclear structure. The lowest and most prominent multipoles are the
giant monopole (or compression mode) resonance, the giant isovector dipole resonance, and giant quadrupole resonance.
For the study of each of these excitations, inelastic scattering is a useful tool and the precision measurement of cross
sections in a particular angular range of scattered particles is needed. The importance of precise angle measurements can
be seen in the multipole decomposition analysis that is shown in Fig. 41 for the three Pb isotopes, 204Pb, 206Pb, and 208Pb,
where the contributions of the L = 0, 1, 2, 3 components are fitted.

For the giant monopole resonance, the angular momentum transferred by the scattering particle is L = 0, which has
a maximum cross section at 0◦. The minimum for the monopole contribution is in the range of 1–2 degrees where the
other multipoles have a maximum and are relatively slowly varying. Therefore, measuring the cross section around 0◦ is
crucial for the multipole decomposition analysis. This presents a problem for studies of the giant monopole resonance in
radioactive nuclei. For these nuclei, experiments require the use of inverse kinematics where in the laboratory frame, small
angle scattering translates to scattering of the recoil particle near 90◦ with an energy approaching zero. Such particles are
difficult to detect due to their low energies and very thin targets and low energy thresholds are required. Active targets
allow for such a low-energy threshold as well as high geometric efficiency and for TPCs, the ability to precisely measure
angles. An example is the CAT active-target detector [17] that has been developed specifically for detecting low-energy
scattered particles from inelastic scattering using inverse kinematics.

9.4. Giant monopole resonance

The giant monopole resonance is also called breathing mode where is it interpreted as when the nucleus undergoes a
uniform and oscillatory compression and expansion. The frequency (or energy) of this excitation is directly related to the
compressibility of nuclear matter [234]. This has important implications for understanding the nuclear equation of state
and dense matter in astrophysical systems. Answering questions related to the neutron star size and understanding the
dynamics of neutron star mergers can be constrained by our understanding of nuclear matter [235]. One of the ways that
the compressibility term in the nuclear equation of state can be determined is to measure the change in energy of the
giant monopole resonance in a large isotopic chain. This inevitably requires the use of radioactive beams as one would
like to measure the evolution of the giant resonance from the most proton-rich to the most neutron-rich nucleus.

One opportunity to do this is to study the Ni isotopic chain by using proton-rich and neutron-rich Ni beams at high
energy with gas targets for proton, deuteron, and α scattering. Inelastic excitations using scattering require the use of a gas

target at a pressure that will allow a sufficient track length and an amplification that is high enough to detect the primary
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Fig. 41. Measured angular distributions for 204Pb, 206Pb, and 208Pb are shown as well as the fit showing the multipole decomposition analysis for
the L = 0, 1, 2, 3 contributions.
ource: Figure from Ref. [234].

onization. By tuning the gas pressure, one can achieve a relatively low energy threshold for detection. For active target
PCs, the use of MPGDs such as Micromegas and GEMs can provide gains high enough to detect a robust signal. Pioneering
easurements for Ni isotopes have been done using the MAYA active-target detector for 56Ni [236] and 68Ni [237] and

measured elastically scattered deuterons and α particles, respectively. In both experiments, low-energy alpha particles
were measured and angular distributions as a function of energy were deduced. The excitation function for all angles and
for α particles scattered at 5.5◦ in the center-of-mass frame are shown in Fig. 42. The fit to the data was performed using
a sum of Lorentzian peaks and their decomposition can also be seen in the figure. As particle identification and tracking
algorithms improve with modern detectors, data with less background and higher statistics will be possible for similar
giant resonance studies with proton and neutron-rich radioactive beams.

9.5. Summary and outlook

Similar experimental techniques using fast beams of nuclei from different mass regions combined with active target
TPCs can open a window to precise measurements of inelastic α (or other light charged particles such as p, d, 3He) at
low scattering angles in the center-of-mass frame. No experiment using this technique has been performed yet, and the
use of an active target is only warranted if the detection of the slow recoil is necessary. Many fast beam reactions in
inverse kinematics bypass the detection of the slow recoil and rely instead on in-flight γ -ray detection from the escaping
heavy residue to characterize the reaction. However, the possibility to detect the slow recoil without a significant loss in
luminosity will enable more exclusive measurements and surely open new possibilities.

10. Conclusion

In this review we have presented the potential uses of time projection chambers in general and active-target time
projection chambers in particular for low energy nuclear physics experiments. Although it does not attempt to be
exhaustive, the variety of themes covered illustrates the versatility of active-target time projection chambers and the
vast amount of physics applications that can take advantage of their potential 4π solid angle detection coverage and
excellent resolution and separation of charged particle tracks. Thanks to this increased luminosity, this type of detector
can be used to perform experiments with weak beam intensities, down to a few hundreds particles per second, therefore
extending the reach of nuclear studies to more than a thousand exotic and rare isotopes that can only be produced at
such low intensities. Their rapid development in low energy nuclear physics laboratories and facilities around the world
is a testimony of their potential to drive new discoveries and push forward the limits of our knowledge of the nucleus.
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background are also shown.
Source: Figure from Ref. [237].
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